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University
stresses
exam
schedule
□ The University and
faculty debate issues involved with exam week.
By TRACY WOOD
The BC News
Students and professors are
gearing up and getting prepared
for final exams next week.
However, not all students may be
taking their exams during the
regularly scheduled time
periods.
Many students and faculty
members think the policy regarding when exams can be taken is too inflexible and they
should have more freedom to
choose when they want to give
and take final exams. But the
University is making If clear that
it is important for exams to be
taken during the scheduled time
finals week.
Charles Middleton, provost and
vice president for Academic Affairs, stressed the importance of
taking exams during finals week.
He said that it is part of completing a full semester of work required by the University.
"The University has a choice
about how to plan the semester
and the exam period. We could
elect to hold classes all week long
and give an hourly exam on the
last day of each class," Middleton
said. "However, we decided to
dedicate the whole week exclusively to final exams, and classes
must use this time for that specific purpose."
Laura Mason, third-year doctoral student in the I PC department, would like to see the Univerlsty offer more freedom when
it comes to taking final exams
during the regularly scheduled
period.
"If the instructor has the freedom to construct the syllabus the
way they want, they should have
more freedom to choose what
would be an appropiate time for
the final exam to be given,"
Mason said.
Depending on the clasn, some
exams may be more effective as
a take-home for the student, or it
may be easier to take the exam
the week before if there is a conflict for the student or professor,
Mason said.
Brett Pierce, junior environmental science major, feels faculty members should have the
freedom to decide the best time
to give the final exam.
"It should be up to the individual teacher to determine when to
give the final exam," Pierce said.
"The teacher should have the
freedom to deal with individual
circumstances to set the policies
according to individual problems
in the classroom."
The policy concerning the final
exam week schedule is printed in
the academic charter, a document governing the University.
Faculty members of the Univerlsty do not have the option of
changing the policy concerning
when exams can be administered.
According to Middleton, faculty members who choose not to
follow the proper procedure may
be in violation of their contract.
• See FINALS, page six.

At an unfinished construction site in Tehran, a Kurdish worker, Salam Rahmati, practices with a

weight. Since last year, about 100 high-rise construction projects have been ordered to stop since

the power struggle between hardliners and moderates in Iran.

Classroom problems need to be addressed clearly
□ Behavioral problems
have been increasing at
the University and there
is a need for a program
to help graduate assistants understand their
rights.
By MELISSA NAYMIK
The BG News
Student behavioral problems
within classrooms at the University have been increasing
throughout the past three years,

Administration
officials disclosed at this week's
Faculty Senate meeting.
Jill Carr, associate dean of students in the Office of Student
Life, and James Wiegand, chief
of Public Safety, spoke at the
Tuesday meeting. Their main
concern was the amount of behavioral problems between faculty members and students.
The Office of Student Life
deals with issues ranging from
minor violations in residence
halls and classrooms to major

violations such as theft or sexual
assault.
"We (the Office of Student
Life) are seeing an increase in
the amount of serious crimes
here on campus," Carr said.
In the past three years, there
have been several incidents
where a frustrated student has
either beaten up a graduate assistant, come to class intoxicated
or become so angry that he/she
pulled down his/her pants during class.
Wiegand said he was amazed
with the examples Carr gave related to behavioral problems
here.

Some student behavioral problems occur between a male undergraduate student and a female graduate assistant, said Ben
Muego, professor of natural and
political sciences at Firelands
College.
In the future, the Office of Student Life, in cooperation with
Public Safety, would like to put
together a program to educate
graduate assistants about their
rights and what they can do to go
beyond the student code of ethics.
On the first day of classes,
teachers need to go over the
rules about what is and is not ac-

ceptable in their class. If a teacher does not want their students
drinking coffee, eating or reading other material during class,
this needs to be enforced on the
first day, Carr explained.
"We need to educate faculty
members about their rights because it is their classroom," Wiegand said.
Judy Adams, secretary for
Faculty Senate, said that if faculty members knew ahead of time
how to handle bad student behavior, they would be less "stunned"
when these disruptions occurred.
• See BEHAVIOR, page six.

Texaco exec 'gets even' with company in trial
a Motive was the question in the race discrimination trial of a
Texaco executive on
Wednesday.
The Associated Press
WHITE PLAINS, NY. - A Texaco executive was so angry about
being laid off he vowed to get
even, leading a colleague to fear
he would "come back and do
physical harm to people," according to trial testimony
Wednesday.
Instead, Richard Lundwall
went public with secretly recorded tapes that captured him

and other company officers al- scribed as a friend, railed at him seemed "much calmer" a couple
legedly disparaging black em- at a 1996 company picnic about of weeks later. Defense attorney
ployees and plotting to hide and being forced out after 30 years Vincent Briccetti tried to show
that by "getting even," Lundwall
destroy documents sought in a with the oil giant.
race discrimination case.
Meade invited Lundwall to meant he would file an age disThe tapes forced Texaco into a lunch two weeks later, during crimination suit.
Earlier, a Texaco secretary,
$176 million settlement of the which Lundwall loudly declared
discrimination case andied to the several times "that he was going Margaret Rooney, said that after people."
Pe,er Meade
indictment of Lundwall, 56, and to get even with Texaco," Meade Lundwall learned his job was beTexaco executive
ing phased out, "he alarmed me
former Texaco Treasurer Robert said.
He told the court he reported by saying something to the effect
Ulrich, 63, on charges of obstruction of evidence. They could be Lundwall's concerns to his super- that he had something against the portions of a CBS "60 Minutes"
sentenced to 10 years in prison if ior, the company treasurer, be- company, he had tapes of some- interview from a year ago in
cause "I was concerned thai thing to that effect, and he would which Lundwall called himself
convicted.
At the executives' trial Richard might come back and do be here a long time."
"Mr. Naive" for thinking he
She acknowledged on cross- might hold onto his job by releasWednesday, prosecutors seemed physical harm to people."
Lundwall's attorney objected examination that when she re- ing the tapes.
to focus on Lundwall's motives
for going public with tapes that to the comment, and Judge Bar- ported his remarks, she was told
"That's beyond naive," said inrington Parker later ordered it something like, "Don't worry terviewer Ed Bradley, to which
would get him Into trouble.
about it. It's just Richard."
Texaco executive Peter Meade stricken.
Lundwall suggested, "Bordering
Meade added that Lundwall
The prosecution also played stupid?"
said Lundwall, whom he de-

"I was concerned
that Richard might
come back and do
physical harm to
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Parking and traffic fines absurd
I am a commuter and have been
for the last three years. I often
struggle to find a parking space
relatively close to campus every
day I have class. What I have
experienced and witnessed has led
me to one solemn conclusion:
there are severe problems with the
parking arrangements on campus.
Let me start by weeding out
some situations.
I understand
thai the freshmen and sophomores on campus have to park out
In BFE. but you live on campus.
To make it to class on time does
not depend on your parking space.
You can easily walk from your
dorm. For those of you on-campus
that work off-campus you can get
a work permit to park closer to
your dorm. And accordingly, I
believe you guys should have
access only to the farthest lots.
Also, the students that Insist on
parking right next to the building
their class Is In deserve a ticket
and towage. I myself have been
there: when I was a Freshman I
decided that I didn't want to walk
to my class In Olscamp. So. I
parked In the Olscamp turnaround and left my car there for a
little over an hour. Needless to
say. I was ticketed and towed.
Sure. I wasn't happy at the time,
but I deserved those consequences.
Now. we move to situations

"I heard a chuckle in
the background and
soon discovered that a
campus police officer
had taken my keys."

where tickets are absurd. Life In
academla Is anything but leisurely. Often. I find myself without
enough hours In the day lo get
everything done. At the beginning
of this semester. I found myself
extremely cramped for time. I had
spent the day In classes and at the
bookstore hunting down a couple
strays (I felt like I was on the floor
of the NYSE trying to buy the last
available share of Microsoft-it was
a madhouse). 1 went home only to

labor over my first column here for
the BGNews.
I got my column done Just In
time to swing by Wesl Hall and
drop It off on my way lo work. I
checked all of the melered parking
spaces In the area. I ended up
parking In front of Shalzel Hall In
the Union Parking lot. It was
freezing out and my car hadn't
warmed up yet. so I left the engine
running. I also left my blinkers on
to show I would only be a moment
and I made absolutely sure that 1
was In no way blocking traffic. -I
ran to West Hall and back in two
shakes of a lamb's tail past 5 minutes only to find a ticket on my car.
I was aggravated that there was
a ticket, but I had no time to dwell
on Che situation. I hopped into my
car not even realizing it wasn't
running. Then I had a couple minutes of panic trying to find my
keys. Twenty minutes later I was
on the phone with the campus
police reporting my stolen keys. I
heard a chuckle In the background
and soon discovered that a campus police officer had taken my
keys.
He had taken my keys
because my car was running and it
was In gear: I tried to tell him that
a running car In gear doesn't sit
idly by. But I guess that common
sense escaped him. Moving on. I
had to then walk down to the
police station to get my keys and a

citation for leaving a running vehicle unattended. In drive' nonetheless.
When all was said and done I
found myself with a S25 parking
ticket, a S90 traffic violation, and
nearly two hours lost wages al
work. All of this for Just over 5
minutes of illegal parking.
There are also countless other
absurd tickets I have fielded working on the USG Judicial BoardStudent Court. This appellate
court hears absurd tickets as
mentioned above and reduces the
fine where necessary. The Court
does a good Job of hearing the little
guy. Never have I seen a Faculty/Staff person appeal a ticket. In
fact. I don't even think they get
that many tickets on the whole. I
did spend a couple days following
some parking and traffic officers
and I didn't once see a
faculty/staff car ticketed.
Here is where I realize I am out
of time. Next week I'll look at why
Faculty/Staff get all of the good
parking lots. To end this week. I'll
Just suggest that more people
appeal their tickets. The only way
things will change Is If we. as a
group, band together and demand
fair treatment.
We are paying to be here. The
University shouldn't be able to
boost revenue by killing us on
parking fines.

True Cpllegiates

LETTERS
Daffodil Days was again very successful Oils year. 1.005 bouquets
t were delivered on-campus — our highest year yet.
American Cancer Society raised 61.000 to aid Wood County cancer patients and to support cancer research and education.
Wood County raised the most money In the state. Finished * 1!!!
Many people make Daffodil Days a beautiful event. Thanks to all
the departmental personnel who distributed the fryers and welcomed
delivery volunteers. Computer Services for the computer screen
reminders, and to an excellent student committee who labored to
promote the fund-raiser.
Committed to helping cancer victims were Vickie Duber and Tracy
Meager of Omega Phi Alpha. Francesca Leass of Alpha Omlcron PI.
and Amy Van Horn of Circle K. With their leadership their organization responded exceptionally well to the various tasks involved with
an expanding event, not only on-campus. but service to the entire
county. These groups worked for three days (Sunday-Tuesdayreturning early from Spring Break) wrapping and delivering (lowers.
Cancer brings sadness to many families In the county, but
through Daffodil Days all of you made the event easy and enjoyable.
Thank You BGSU

El

Opinion Editor
Natalie Miller
372-2604

Linda Glomski
Daffodil Days BGSU coordinator

by Jason Lady
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Letters to the Editor policy
The BG News encourages readers' Input to discuss topics of interest In
(he BCSl' < ummunlty. If you would like to have something printed In Tile
BG News, we offer you two formats.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less than
two typed, double-spaced pages).
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 800-900 words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to space limitations
and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Please Include your address, major, academic class and phone number
(phone numbers are for verification only and will not be published). If
you are not a BGSU student, please provide your position and affiliation
with the University or community.
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought in on a Macintosh compatible disk are preterred. Bring the letter to Room 210 West
Hall, or e-mail us at bgnews&bgnet.bgsu.cdu. Be prepared to show valid
Identification upon receipt of letter. Anonymous letters will be printed if
valid Identification is given and the editorial board deems anonymity Is In
the proper interests of the writer.
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters
received. The News reserves the right to edit any and all letters. The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
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Undergrads are the neglected ones
EVANSTON. III. (U-WIRE) —
We're gelling screwed. That's the
word from a new study of the education undergraduates receive at
the nation's research universities.
The schools are neglecting their
students — particularly freshmen
— to allow professors to focus on
research and publication.
Undergraduates are the "second-class citizens who are allowed
to pay taxes but are barred from
voting." said the report, released
last week by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. Undergrads pay a high tuition
that goes to support research programs and graduate education but
doesn't benefit the undergrads
themselves, the report said.
It Is the most damning Indictment yet of research universities
such as Northwestern, but we
have heard It all before. Every few
years a study says that leaching Is
losing out to research at America's
colleges. Administrators shake
their heads and promise change,
but when the furor dies down, the
reforms disappear.
What makes this report different? Not only is It unusually
harsh, but It may actually make a
difference. The authors of the
report are professors and adminls-

"Undergrads pay a
high tuition that goes
to support research
programs and
graduate education
but doesn't benefit the
undergrads
themselves."

trators at top colleges, so perhaps
their friendly fire will hit the mark
this time
But administrators at NU seem
to be In a sorry state of denial.

University President Henry Blenen
dismissed the Carnegie report as
not relevant to NU.
"We put a lot Into undergraduate teaching." Blenen said. "I
think, frankly, the Carnegie report
Is old hal. The criticism, at least
for Northwestern, doesn't hit the
mark."
Sure. Mr. President. Is It old hat
that a student's first two years at
NU are spent sitting In large lecture halls squinting at professors
who haven'! changed their lesson
plans in 20 years?
Is It old hat that graduate students are leaching large classes
that ought to be taught by professors?
True, NU has made some steps
toward Improving undergraduate
education. There are many professors who care about teaching and
their students. Freshman seminars provide an Intimate environment for students to get to know
top professors. Last year, NU hired
an associate provost for undergraduate education to Improve
students' academic experiences.
And with big donations rolling In,
the school promises to hire more
faculty and reduce class sizes.
But as the report said, "For the
most part, fundamental change

has been shunned: universities
have opted for cosmetic surgery,
taking a nip here and a tuck there,
when radical reconstruction Is
called for."
In my experience, the smaller
the class, the more enriching the
experience and the more I learn.
Last week, a professor Invited
some other students and myself
out to dinner. It was my first such
experience, but that's the sort of
attention that should be lavished
on undergraduates regularly.
Research Is Important, but so Is
teaching. As It Is. research productivity Is given more weight than
teaching when It comes to making
decisions about promotion and
tenure. This needs to change. Professors who decide to spend their
time with their students rather
than with their research should
not be punished for that decision.
The state of undergraduate
education at America's research
universities Is Indeed In a state of
crisis. Bui what Is even sadder Is
that Northwestern refuses to
admit It.
Stephen Kiehl turtles far the
Dally Northwestern (Northwestern
U.) and appears tn The Hewe courtesy of UWire.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY
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I am still searching for ways to
understand today"s college student.

tf

JiUCarr
associate dean of students, about student behavior.

Brian Bell
Junior
Telecommunications

Lee Latham
Sophomore
Journalism/Pre-Law

Jason Clever
Senior
Environmental Policy

Brandon Wray
Senior
Journalism

Scott Brown
Senior
Journalism

Tony Cavallario.
He Is my roommate
and a good opinion
writer."

"Brandon Wray.
because he has cool
red hair."

"Tony Cavallario.
He is very objective.
He can keep things
real."

"Swampy becuase
he Is the mastermind behind it all.
Swampy the Black
Swamp Creature Is
god. "

"Aaron Weisbrod.
because he
dressed up as
Swampy during the
USG campaign. "

THURSDAY THRILLS
A lonely horticulture
researcher decides he
has given up on conventional dating and is
trying to see what the
flower species has to
offer.

UPCOMING EVENTS
"Upcoming Kvrnlt*** is ■ awrvicc to our readers borrowed daily via (he University web page. The calendar of
events on the web page has a more complete Hating of events and can be accessed through ~www.bgsu.edu".

Thursday, 4/30/98

tion as (o what Is needed for seeing clients
and practicing therapy.

Book Buy-Back (8 am - 6 pm)
University Bookstore.

Spirit Night (10:30 pm - 11:30 pm)
101-A Olscamp Hall. Spirit Night, for
all evening staff and student employees, will
feature President Sidney Rlbeau to celebrate pride in BGSU with the evening crew.
Refreshments, including free pizza and pop.
will be served, and door prizes will be available. All evening staff and student employees are invited to attend, and encouraged to
wear University colors or emblems to share
the community spirit. Co-sponsored by
BGSU Facilities Services. University Dining
Services, the College of Technology, and the
Office of the President. For additional information, contact 372-0467.

Cap and Gown Distribution (8 am - 6
pm)
University Bookstore.
Raffle (9:30 am - 5 pm)
Union Foyer. Sponsored by the
BGSU Counseling Center
Thesis Exhibitions (10 am 4 pm)
Dorothy Uber Bryan and Willard
Wankelman Galleries. Fine Arts Center. Graduate and undergraduate student thesis exhibitions are on display. Free.
Raffle and Info Distribution (10
am - 5 pm)
Union Student
Mall. Sponsored
by BGSU Counseling Center and
SHS.
Internet Use for
BGSU Personnel PC (1 pm - 4 pm)
Hayes Hall.
Room 127. Designed
specifically for BGSU
personnel, this class
will familiarize you
with the functionality
provided by a networked
computer. Learn about email
(Eudora) and web browsers
(Netscape). Free. For more information, call
Continuing Education. 372-8181.
Put Tour Best Face Forward (7 pm 9 pm)
Rm. 2. College Park. First of three part
series to discover your beauty potential
focuses on color analysis and clothing
style. Fee. For more information, call Continuing Education. 419/372-8181.
Do Tou Want To Practice Therapy?
(8 pm)
108 Psychology Bldg.. A panel of LPCCs.
LISWs. Psych PhDs and PsyDs will talk
about their areas and give other informa-

Thursday Thrills is just
that - just for thrills.
Please do not take it
seriously. We're trying
to have a good time
here. Have a fun day!

Friday, 571/98
Book Buy-Back (8 am - 5 pm)
University Bookstore.
Cap and Gown Distribution (8 am - 5
pm)
University Bookstore.
Don't Forget to register for
your Fall 1998 classes (8 am)
Star-90 Registration System
or 110 Administration Bldg.
Don't forget to register for
your Fall Semester 1998
classes prior to going
home for the summer.
Open registration is currently going on from now.
until May 8. 1998. (Picture
ID must be presented if coming in person.)

TODAY'S
WEATHERIS

OHIO Weather
Thursday, April 30
AccuWeathcr* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures
MICH.
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Mild, a few storms
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Thesis Exhibitions (10 am - 4
Dorothy Uber Bryan and Willard
Wankelman Galleries. Fine Arts Center.
Graduate and undergraduate student thesis exhibitions are on display. Free.

Spirit Day (10 am - 1 pm)
Union Oval. The BGSU Electric Falcon will be on display. University Dining
Services will be serving free lemonade and
popcorn, so attendees can enjoy the outdoors, grab a quick snack, and check out
the Electric Falcon race car "in person."
Door prizes will also be available. Co-sponsored by BGSU Facilities Services. University Dining Services, the College of Technology, and the Office of the President. For additional Information, contact 372-0467.

High:
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Low:
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Breezy, overcast, rain showers

High: 72

Low:

47

PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at
The University. We at Tk* BG Newt consider it an
offbeat page where we try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of
our staff. Have a nice day.
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WIRE WATCH

Editor-in-Chief
Darla Warnock
372-6966
K?V«HI

Attorney speculates on Simpson case
The Associated Press

compiled from wire reports
■ REFLECTION

Two-headed calf born on Iowa farm
DES MOINES. Iowa — From the land of a two-snouted, three-eyed
pig comes a two-headed, four-eyed, three eared-caif.
The Holsteln calf named Reflection was born Sunday on Garry
Sllfe's farm In Independence. 140 miles northeast of Des Molnes.
"There's no extra leg or tall or anything — Just In the head." Sllfe
said Tuesday.
The calf has almost a normal head — and another one "about
where It's right ear Is supposed to be." Sllfe said. "It has four eyes and
two noses and three ears."
A two-headed Holsteln calf was born In 1987 near Sardinia. Ohio,
with two skulls on one neck. A hairless Holsteln was born In 1989 at
Hillman. Minn.
Slifc called his veterinarian when one of his cows had problems giving birth, but when he was told the expected calf had two heads he
didn't know what to think.
"I first thought it was a set of twins." veterinarian Jim McMillan
jsald. "I looked a little further and I couldn't find another set of feet. I
went back and felt the head again and that's when I realized moving
ground my hand I felt there appeared to be another nose on the same
Mad."
It took about an hour to deliver the calf by Caesarean section.
"We feel the mother, the heifer, has a real good chance." said Sllfe.
•who guessed the calf has less than a 50-50 chance of surviving.
The calf was born Just seven months after a three-eyed, two-snouted pig was born in neighboring Delaware County. It was recently sold
lo a Los Angeles-based organization that rescues pigs.
The Slifes named the calf Reflection because the white crescentshaped markings on her face appear as though she was looking in a
mirror. She also moves as if looking into a mirror.
"It must be one brain." Sllfe said. "The reason 1 say this Is because
when she moves her tongue, both of them move at the same time In
the same direction. Everything she does like that — it's together."
■ GLITCH

Computer turns traffic ticket into deviate sexual conduct conviction
BOZEMAN. Mont. — A man is suing a weekly newspaper and the
court system for libel after a computer glitch transformed a report of
i traffic ticket Into a conviction for deviate sexual conduct.
"I've heard every sheep Joke you can Imagine," Cody Johnston. 22.
said Tuesday.
Johnston Is seeking unspecified damages.
Johnston said he learned of the mistake from his parents, who read
:it In the High Country Independent Press. He said he told them it wasn't true, but they, his wife and his sister concluded he was In denial,
and urged him to seek treatment.
"It was bad." Johnston said. "You can Imagine what was going
through their minds, and of course, they didn't believe me."
Johnston had been fined SI95 for a commercial trucking weight
'violation. The list given to the newspaper contained the sex charge,
which covers homosexual acts and bestialityIndependent Press editor Devon Hubbard Sorlie said that the mistake was unfortunate and that the weekly promptly ran a prominent
correction when Johnston's father pointed out the error.
Johnston contends the newspaper and the Gallatin County Justice
Court had a duty to check the material for accuracy.

LOS ANGELES — O.J Simpson
killed his ex-wife because she had
resumed an affair with football
player Marcus Allen, attorney
Daniel Petrocelll said in a TV interview.
He also speculated that Simpson had help cleaning up after the
killings.
Petrocelll convinced a civil court
Jury that Simpson was responsible
for the deaths of Nicole Brown
Simpson and her friend Ron Goldman. He told Dateline NBC" that
Simpson could not accept that his
ex-wife had rejected him for the
Kansas Cltv Chiefs star.

Lawmakers vote to rename Florida's Turnpike
after Ronald Reagan
TALLAHASSEE. Fla — State lawmakers passed bills on Tuesday to
: rename Florida's Turnpike after Ronald Reagan.
"I dun i normally vote for people who are still alive but this time I
- made an exception." said Rep. John Morronl. a Republican. 'Think of
; all he's done for the country."
The House chamber erupted In hoots and hollers when a vocal
minority urged lawmakers to consider renaming the roadway for
someone other than the former Republican president.
"I understand President Reagan Is very popular around here." Sen.
Barry Silver, a Democrat, told the Republican-led House. "(But) he
spent a lot of money. He gave tax breaks to the wealthy and drove our
country Into the highest debt we've ever known."
Silver suggested naming Florida's Turnpike after Marjory Stone; man Douglas, the famed Everglades conservationist.
The House plan, which passed 94-18. Is similar to a bill the Senate
passed unanimously earlier In the day to rename the toll road north
■ of Miami as the Ronald Reagan Turnpike.
Gov. Lawton Chiles, a Democrat, said he would not oppose renaming the turnpike after Reagan.

which Is due out this month.
Petrocelll also speculated that
Simpson's friend Al "A.C." Cowlings. Simpson's adult daughter.
Arnelle. or secretary Cathy Randa
washed two loads of laundry, one
"maybe to wash some sweatsuit
outfit that had blood on It." and a
second to clean out the washing
machine.
"I have no evidence that says it's
any of those people." Petrocelll
said. "I only know It had to be
someone extremely loyal to O.J.
Simpson."
Phone messages left today for
attorneys representing Cowlings
and Miss Simpson were not Immediately returned. A phone call to

Police put humor in reports
The Associated Press
NEW ORLEANS — In the arcane
world of police reports, vehicles
always seem to be Impacting at
high rates of speed and perpetrators are endlessly fleeing on foot.
The "coptalk" can take a while
to untangle. And It's boring.
Not In two Louisiana communities, where a sheriffs office
spokesman cracks Jokes and a
police captain waxes philosophic.
It makes each day a bit more
enjoyable for reporters and residents who deal with authorities.
Here's a sample from Opelousas
police Capt. Ronnie Trahan:
"Yesterday, the clock of
Inevitability ticked past the names
of three Opelousas<resldenls and
the alarm of doom pounded like
Big Ben. A dark cloud first loomed
over the head of Mr. Jonathan
Tyrone' Glover. It was not long
before what must have seemed like
a hurricane of disaster came plummeting In his direction. Soon, he
was soaked with the rains of retribution."
Heavy stuff for a police report.
Then there's the St. Tammany
Parish Sheriffs Office, where
spokesman
James
Hartman
mused on a shooting and a stabbing one day apart: 'Today, it
seems, feuding siblings have lowered their sights, resorting to
knives. Perhaps tomorrow they will
only use harsh language, or emery
boards."

In that one. Hartman broke one tend to be fairly short. Trahan can
of his own rules: Violence Isn't be. well, wordy.
funny, but he let It slide because
He has taken 3 1/2 singleno one was seriously hurt.
spaced pages to tell residents In
This Is the same guy who's Opelousas. 130 miles west of New
admonished reporters: "1 will keep Orleans, there were 160 drug
you updated as new information arrests In the past year.
becomes available. So don't beep
Trahan writes his essays for the
me every 10 minutes or I'll take department's live police report that
you off my list marked 'Notifica- airs Monday. Wednesday and Frition' and put you on the one tilled day mornings on KSLO-AM. The
'Slap Later."'
reports began in 1991. when many
Hartman said the humor is cal- people felt the department wasn't
culated.
giving them enough information.
"I think reporters are more likeThe new format got people lisly to read things more carefully if tening in the city of 18.000. Trathey enjoy what they read." Hart- han said even Inmates tune In. to
man said last week. "I guess I'm see how their misdeeds will be
Just a smartass by nature, too."
described.
So. about a man who fended off
Trahan majored in psychology
an attacker with a shovel, he
opined: "The victim has planted and doesn't go for humor. He
the seeds that could blossom into a wants young people to know that
speedy solution. ... The attacker crime Is serious.
When he wrote about youths
undoubtedly went home with
unexplainable Injuries, perhaps accused of throwing rocks through
leading his roommatelsj to believe windows and of vandalizing cars,
he'd been out hoeing around. he began:
"1 remember, as a child, how my
Detectives are anxious to locate
the perpetrator, since we have an elders would always exclaim that
an Idle mind was the Devil's workaxe to grind."
Hartman, whose bailiwick Is the shop. When the mind Is not
parish Just across Lake Pontchar- engaged in constructive, analytical
traln from New Orleans, majored or spiritually enhanced thought. It
in English at Tulane and has held has a tendency to wander Into a
news and public relations Jobs. At realm occupied by the dark forces
WYLK-AM. he was "news director of corruptibility."
Opelousas residents apparently
and straight man to the morning
DJ." and before that he was a decided that their police were not
political writer at the Covington idle. A few years ago. a tax for the
department was approved with 85
News-Banner.
While Hartman's news releases percent of the vote.

Joseph Heller denies he plagiarized
The Associated Press

■ REPUBLICAN ROAD

"Every time I spoke to witnesses
close to Simpson, It always came
back to Marcus Allen." said Petrocelll. who represented the Goldman family In the wrongful death
suit. "I believe that that was what
made Simpson snap."
An unidentified spokesman for
Allen told "Dateline NBC" that
Allen never had an affair with Ms.
Simpson and said Petrocelll was
"playing fast and loose with the
truth."
The Interview broadcast Tuesday night, and another this morning on NBC's "Today." coincided
with the publication of Petrocelll's
book. 'Triumph of Justice: Closing
the Book on the Simpson Saga."

NEW YORK — Joseph Heller
and his publisher denied Monday
that he plagiarized "Catch-22"
from a novel published 10 years
earlier.
An amateur bibliophile wrote a
letter to The Sunday Times of London two weeks ago noting "the
amazing similarity of characters,
personality traits, eccentricities,
physical descriptions, personnel
injuries and Incidents" In Heller's
1961 book and "Face of a Hero" by
Louis Falstein.
The letter from Lewis Pollock led
the Times and The Washington
Post to Investigate, driven In part
by a Heller biography last month
that quotes him as saying he had
"borrowed" actions and settings
from other writers.
Heller told The Associated Press

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

that he hadn't known of Falstein.
who died In 1995. or read his book,
which was published In England
as The Sky Is a Lonely Place."
"I'm amused that there'd be
such a fuss or that much Interest
In It." Heller said. "It's Irritating
because of the implied Insinuations."
The points of similarity begin
with the authors themselves, both
Air Force veterans from RussianJewish families in Brooklyn who
served In Italy during the war.
Both novels are set at the
Mediterranean base of an American bomber squadron In World
War II. Both focus on terrified airmen forced by bureaucratic muddling to fly an excessive number of
dangerous missions over Nazioccupied Italy, the Times said.
Each writer used the powerful
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and evocative image of a wounded
soldier whose body Is encased,
mummylike. In a white cast.
Falsteln's book was published
In 1951: the first chapter of
"Catch-22" was written In 1953.
shortly after Heller completed his
studies at Oxford University, the
Times said.
"In World War II there were lots
of soldiers, sometimes drunk and
firing their weapons and sometimes stuck In white body casts,
and there were outbreaks of both
diarrhea and idiotic censorship."
said Andrew Glangola. spokesman
for Simon & Schuster, Heller's
publisher.
"Saying that two writers can't
cover this ground completely Independent of each other is absurd
and maybe more absurd than what
Heller can dream up."

CLOSEST TO CAMPUS
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Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
*00»l HOIKMO

(across from Taco Bell)

1

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
1515 E. Wooster • Across from Wendy's
• 2 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths
• washer and dryer in each building
• range, refrigerator
• new dishwashers
• new microwaves
• gas heat, electric air
• individual electnc meter

"Call-Well meet you there."

Preferred Properties

530 S. Maple • 352-937B • Hours: 8-4:30
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa
(Indoor pool, whirlpool, HUM, loek«r room, wtight room, twining)
No Parental Guarantees

h

Ms. Randa was not answered.
There also was no Immediate
response to messages left at the
office of Simpson lawyer Dan
Leonard. There Is nc currenl telephone listing for Simpson.
Simpson was acquitted of the
1994 killings of Ms. Simpson and
Goldman, but the civil Jury last
year found him liable and ordered
him to pay 833.5 million in damages
Petrocelll said Ms. Simpson had
a history oi using Allen to get hack
at her ex-husband and that Simpson envied Allen, who was playing
in the National Football League
while Simpson's career was cut
short by Injury.

Writer
recounts
president's
last meal
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Dying of cancer.
Francois
Mitterrand
ordered a last meal of oysters,
fole gras. capons and a tiny, yellow-throated songbird that Is
illegal to eat and said to embody
the soul of France.
Esquire writer Michael Palernltl provides a detailed account
of the former French president's
meal on New Year's Eve 1995 in
the magazine's May issue. Mltterand died eight days later.
Two-ounce ortolan birds
were roasted and served to 30
people — Mitterrand's friends
and family — as he sat at a
table, wrapped in blankets.
Paternitl reported.
Paternlti said he flew to
France after hearing the story of
how Mitterrand "had gorged
himself on one last orgiastic
feast before he'd died."
He interviewed some of the
guests and found a chef willing
to recreate the dinner, tight
down to the illegal birds,
according to the magazine's
publicist. Dan Klores Associates.
Dining on copious amounts
of oysters, fole gras and capons.
Mitterrand dozed off after each
course. "But what brought him
to full attention was a commotion: Some of the guests were
confused when a man brought
in a large platter of tiny, cooked
ortolans laid out In rows."
Some guests refused to eat
the birds but others Joined Mltterand for the special course.
Taking cover under a white
cloth napkin placed over his
head — "which Is meant to
heighten the sensual experience
by enveloping you In the aroma
of ortolan" — Mitterrand look
the illegal delicacy and ate It
whole, bones and all. Paternitl
said.

FALL 1998
LEASING
AVAILABLE
Mercer Manor
Apartments
One of BG's
Newest
Complexes
Features

•3 Bedrooms
•2 Full Baths
•Air Conditioning
•Fireplaces
•Microwaves

caiiNsaiAa, mc
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
Hours:
Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
9a.m.-1 p.m.
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Arsonist tells story in novel
The Associated Press
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Another reason bad student
behavior might occur could be
Distinguishing who is in au- because graduate assistants and
thority could be a reason why undergraduate students are very
students are disruptive in class, close in age - especially in genMuego said. He believes most eral education courses, said
Marcel Chappuis students on campus are not dis- Roger Schupp, assistant profesruptive, but those who are inhibit sor of musical arts. He agrees
psychologist the learning of others.
with University President Sidney
"I am still searching for ways Ribeau in that professors or inby a time-delay fuse made up of a to understand today's college structors should teach first- or
rubber band, a cigarette and student," Carr said.
second-year students instead of
matches, prosecutors said. Similar devices are described in the
manuscript.
"The public trust is absolutely
violated when it's one of us," said
Dave Hillman, a fire investigator
for the state Forestry Department and past president of the
For: Campus Events,
California Conference of Arson
Investigators.
Lost/Focjnd.
Orr's attorney, Peter Glannini,
Personals. Help Wanted.
did not return repeated calls for
comment. He has said in court
For Sale. For Rent
documents that prosecutors have
no physical evidence or eyewitnesses connecting Orr to the
deadly South Pasadena fire.
Cinco de Mayo Fiesta
Prosecutors plan to introduce
Sunday. May 3. 1998
such evidence as a print of Orr's
1:00-6:00 p.m.
left ring finger found on one of
Veteran's Hall,City Park
the Incendiary devices found at a
El Coraz6n de Mexico
fire for which he has already
been convicted; TV video and aufolkloric dancers
dio tapes made at dozens of fires;
Magician/Pinatas/Face Painting
THURSDAY
and Orr's queries to literary
live music of
agents.
Continued from page one.

"The coincidence is difficult to replicate
even in a good soap opera."

LOS ANGELES - John Oncalled his manuscript about a
firefighter-turned-arsonist a
novel. It read more like nonflctlon. Or true crime.
Since 1992, Orr, a firefighter
and nationally recognized arson
expert, has been convicted of or blazes, two of them while was at
pleaded guilty to setting a string another conference.
Orr's novel depicts the fireof fires remarkably similar to the
ones he described in "Points of fighter setting blazes In several
Origin," the unsold manuscript towns on his way back from an
that was discovered when he was arson conference.
Why would Orr record in writarrested in 1991.
On Thursday, Orr goes to trial ing what appear to be his own
on murder charges for the first crimes?
"I think a lot of people would
time in a 1984 blaze, and the
350-page book will be introduced argue that part of him probably
realized he was out of control and
as evidence.
In "Points of Origin," a fire- this was a way of crying for
fighter named Aaron torches help," Chappuis said.
In one passage, Orr describes
businesses across California, including a Pasadena hardware Aaron as feeling frightened but
store, where five people are excited by his escapades. "His
killed. Among them are a woman fires gave him the much-needed
and her 3-year-old grandson Mat- attention he craved, providing
him with feelings of Importance
thew.
Orr Is accused of torching a and recognition," Orr writes.
In the Los Angeles case, Orr is
South Pasadena hardware store,
killing four people, including a also charged in a series of brush
woman and her 2-year-old grand- and house fires in 1990 and 1991.
One burned down "The Waltons"
son - Matthew.
"The coincidence is difficult to set on the back lot of Warner
replicate even in a good soap Studios in Burbank; another desopera," said Marcel Chappuis, a troyed 67 hillside homes In Glenpsychologist and consultant to dale. Orr was a Glendale fire captain at the time and conducted
fire departments.
Orr, 49, already is serving a the initial Investigation of the
30-year prison sentence. He blaze.
He is suspected of setting
could get the death penalty In the
nearly 30 fires in all, with the
Los Angeles murder case.
He was convicted in 1992 of hardware store fire the only one
setting three fires at fabric and In which someone died. The blaze
hardware stores in the San Joa- at Ole's Home Center killed two
quin Valley on his way home employees, 52-year-old customer
from a 1987 arson investigators Ada Deal and her grandson Matconference. In 1993, he pleaded thew Troidal.
Many of the fires were sparked
guilty to setting three other

9QnAG8
Alternative Clothing • Sixmo, Wear
• BeaaeayHemp jewelry • Importod
Cigors • Clove Cigarettes • Incense •
Unique Candles • Tapestries • Stickers
• Posters • 200* Tees • Patchwork
Pants • Hair Gutter (gold s slver)»
others • Body Purifiers (100%
guarantee) ■ Harr Coloring

Ed Annal
Joe Balish
Jason Gray
Matt Harman

|Wi MNT VIDEOS • Largest Collector of
Spanish Videos • Hundreds of
Children's Videos • Comedy
445 E. Woostor
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sar. 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

In one of those queries, a 1991
letter to the L Harry Lee Literary Agency, Orr called his book "a
fact-based work that follows the
pattern of an actual arsonist that
has been setting serial fires in
California over the past eight
years."
He added: "He has not been
identified or apprehended, and
probably will not be in the near
future."

Dan Laschin£er
Jarrod McCarthy
Nick Russo
Justin Siasak

University Dining Services

Los Cuatro Vientos
(real) Mexican food
Fun for everyone!
$1 Donation at the door

Radio Headset

Sports Watch

Week #7

Week #1

Chris Decker - Commons
Corinne Dickey - McDonald
Dristin Ferretti - Prout
Lahna Brouston - Kreischer
Stephanie Hanaych - Union

Amy Eborg - Commons
Steve Hoops - McDonald
Ginger Stmgeon - Prout
Vaness Vani - Kreischer
Lana Bateson - Union

Week #2

Week #2

Jon Mundorf - Commons
Derek Sidor - McDonald
Jill Vickers - Prout
Al Nekoranea - Kreischer
Charity Walton - Union

Kristine Kovac - Commons
Amanda Catlett - McDonald
Nate Maiken - Prout
Ray A. Ybaives - Kreischer
Betsy Graves - Union

Week #3

Week #3

Allison Goetz - Commons
Jim Remaker - McDonald
Curtis Dodd - Prout
John Head - Kreischer
Mark Hafner - Union

Jane Taynor - Commons
Jodi Tumwald - McDonald
Bradford Tom Schuster - Proul
Bob Stricklen - Kreischer
Kevin Aeh - Union

for Sale: ■*+-+«wtir±*»w
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LETHARGIC ID
Bands Start at 10:00

tponwred by Latino Networking Committee.
Latino Student Union and Bowling Green
Human Relations Commmion
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Congratulations to the following
"Thirst For Action" Crystal Light promotion
winners for weeks 1,2, & 3 are...

"Thirst For Action"

Faculty and student contact
needs to be improved so their
differences can be worked out
before serious problems occur,
Carr said.

CHECK OUT THE BG NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS!!

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
NEW INTIATED BROTHERS
OF PHI KAPPA TAU

Qarttthrt 1>otoct

graduate assistants.
Whatever the reason for poor
student behavior in the classrooms, something needs to be
done in order to prevent more
problems in the future.
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P195/75R-4 70.95
P205/75R14
P205/75R1'
P215/75R15
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P195f70R14- 70.95
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MTO SERVICE

WE 00 IT RIGHTRIGHT FROM THE START!

M
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PLUS FREON
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'The Antkrsons
AUTO SERVICE CENTERS

999 SOUTH MAIM STREET • CALL 352-6966

% Would you like to win a $100 gift
certificate to the University Bookstore?
Pesign the new Flag (name plate at top of page one) for
The 3G Hews and you could win!

&-j

"Stop by 210 West Hall for more Information and official rules and regulations or call Darla at 372-69€flF
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Viagra still holds doubts for doctors

Mon-Sat 2-2:30 am
210 N. Main
Sun 5-2:30 am
352-9951
Thursday
SindiKit
Saturday
Terry Davidson and the Gears
Friday
Crabgrass Boys with the Sprags
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End of the Semester Closing Schedule

^"

Thursday May 7, 1998

Falcon's Nest
Bowl-n-Greenery
Pheasant Room

' ■

7am-11pm
11:30am-1:30pm
11:30am-1:30pm

Friday May 8,1998

Falcon's Nest
Bowl-n-Greenery
Pheasant Room

7am-6pm
11:30am-1:30pm
11:30am-1:30pm

Saturday May 9,1998

Falcon's Nest

7am-5pm
Sunday May 10,1998
Mothers Day Buffet
(Lenhart Grand Ballroom)
11:30am-2:OOpm
Falcon's Nest
(Coffee Shop)
7am-1 lam
The Falcon's Nest will accept debit money
until 1:00pm Saturday May 9, 1998

TOTALLY NUDE!
come party with the trendsetters in Adult Entertainment

Open 24 HourS
Starting May 7th
^°?2AaS Wicked Wednesday

<s>

ALL DANCES S10

NEW YORK - With Viagra becoming the hottest drug on the
market, health insurers are demanding proof from doctors that
their patients really do need the
impotence pill and are not just
would-be Casanovas looking to
spice up their sex lives.
Insurers also are being forced
to answer this tricky question:
How much sex is enough?
Because Viagra is a use-it-asyou-need-it drug and not a daily
pill, insurers are trying to determine what constitutes a
monthly supply: six, eight, more?
For now, not all insurance
companies cover the $10-a-pill
drug, which is available by prescription only. Many of them,
like Aetna U.S. Healthcare, haven't decided what to do.
Some of those that are paying
for Viagra are doing so only
under temporary rules. But those
that do cover the drug all require
a doctor to diagnose the patient
as impotent.
"We have to make safe and efficacious drups available to those
men who have a real medical
necessity, men who without Viagra have absolutely no chance of
having an erection," said Beverly
Hayon, a spokeswoman for the
HMO giant Kaiser Permanente,
which does not cover Viagra -- at
least not yet. Kaiser officials are
meeting this week to decide what
to do.
Many insurers, including New
York's Empire Blue Cross and
Blue Shield, Prudential Healthcare, United Healthcare and California's WellPoint Health
Networks, cover some patients,
depending on their health plan.
Cigna Healthcare will pay for
all or some of the coverage depending on the policy and only if
patients already are using a rival
treatment, such as injections or

penile implants.
"We hope that in a year or so
there'll be pretty good coverage," said Marianne Caprino, a
spokeswoman for Viagra's
maker, Pfizer Inc.
In the meantime, regulators
are beginning to pressure insurers to spell out their coverage
plans for Viagra.
"How often is often enough to
have sex? I don't know," said Art
Levin, director of the New Yorkbased Center for Medical Consumers. "But this drug makes us
get Into these bizarre questions."
University of Tennessee urologist Robert Wake noted that
some insurers cover a 90-day
supply of medically necessary
drugs. "The problem is, what is a
90-day supply?" he said.
United Healthcare covers
eight pills a month, the number
used in Pfizer's research. Cigna
pays for six for patients in its
more flexible plans.
A 48-year-old Memphis, Term.,
patient, who spoke on condition
of anonymity, said Prudential
paid for the first six pills he used
to overcome his diabetes-induced
impotence. "I'm not going to tell
you I'm 19 again, but it works,"
he said.
Viagra is taken an hour before
sex, and the effect can last as
long as a day. It doesn't directly
cause an erection but boosts the
blood flow during sexual stimulation to enhance performance.
A 52-year-old Atlanta man said
he's gladly paying out of his own
pocket to use it twice a week.
He's not alone. By April 17,
after only three weeks on the
market, Viagra accounted for
94.4 percent of all impotence
drug sales, according to Industry
researcher IMS America. And
the number of American men
seeking any prescription treatments each week has jumped sixfold to 129.422.

Thursday Amateur Contest

$500 Cash Prize

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE

1/2 Oft Cover till 7PM
Friday ft Saturday Party 'HI 5AM
Sunday Open 6PM - 2 AM
S5 00 topless table dances
S15.00 nude couch dances
Open Noon- A a.m.
(419)476-9611 5765 Telegraph Rd.
SW corner of Telegraph & Alexis (by Northtowne Mall)

$2.00 OFF WITH THIS AD ON APRIL 22ND

2 Person Rate Available
$550/month Limited time only
For:
Ridge Manor Apartments
(519 Ridge Street)
2 Bedroom, Furnished townhouses
Close to campus
Buff Apartments
(1470& 1490 Clough St.)
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath, Furnished, A/C

GtiEHIRIAR. IMC.

352-0717
Hours:
Moniby - Friday
9a.m. - 5pm.
Saturday
9a.m. - 1p.m.

IWINTHROP TERRACE APIS

Faculty, Staff, and Students

nowovaHoMe
Apartments for Fall 98
• I & 2 Bedrooiris
• Furnislvr cl OIKI Unfurnished
• 3 Great Locations
• Gas Heat & Gas Cooking incl.
• swimming Pools
• Campus Shuttle
sun 12-3
1400 Napoleon Road 352-9135 Ploa- m. 9-6 Sat. 10-2

Receive 10% off your total order
when you present your BGSU ID.

AuocUted Prttt phot*

The impotence pill Viagra is becoming the hottest drug on the market.
Insurance companies are worried that some people may try to get the
drug in order to spice up their sex lives.
And with an estimated 30 million men in the United States suffering from erectile problems,
drug industry analysts say Viagra's annual sales could top $1
billion within a few years.
At about $10 a pill, Wake said,
"it is fairly affordable for most
of the patients who need it, and
most of the patients are willing to
pay for it themselves if they have
to."

FINALS
Continued from page one.
Kristi Green, junior IPC major,
feels the University should be
more accomodating to students'
individual needs.
"Adminstration is not very understanding about letting students switch exams, especially
when a student has an overload
of exams on the same day,"
Green said. "The instructors expect students to be flexible with
their schedules, but faculty are
not always flexible with students."
But she added that "there are
some members of the faculty

New York insurance regulators stepped up the pressure
Tuesday, asking 100 insurers for
detailed policies on whether and
when they will pay for Viagra.
Regulators want to know who and
how many pills will be covered.
Regulators also want to prevent abuse of the drug by anyone
who wants to "just take it for
fun," said New York Insurance
Superintendent Neil D. Levin.

who are understanding to students' needs, and are adaptable
and flexible with students'
schedules."
If a professor offers an exam
not during the scheduled time,
students still have the option of
taking it at the scheduled time,
Middleton said. He said there is
no policy requiring students to
take an exam outside the regularly scheduled time period.
"My advice to students who do
not want to take early finals is to
take their concerns to their dean
and ask for help in getting the
faculty member to follow the policy," Middleton said.

Good Luck
On Finals!!!!

American Heart i
Association.!^

DIXIE

GOOD ALL YEAR
1027 N. Main 352-4178

DRIVING RANGE
19001 North Dixie Hwy.

Great Food A Ice Cream

(2 miles North ol B.Q.)
Bowling Green, OH
N

"

ll /

Chipping Green - Putting Green - Sand Trap (/ /
Open 7 days a week - 8 a.m. 'til Dark
Lessons - Club Repair & Fitting

EARN CASH!
SAVE LIVES!

ii

Call Rusty Kieffer at 419- 353-1420

CHOPPED STEAK COMBO
I/3II). Certified Angus Hctt Choppd steak
inf/now (/*<'«• ol potato anooeve
rerage
and includes Sundae Har

Earn up to $140 per month and
help save lives at the same time
by donating Plasma.
When you make a plasma donation
you also receive a free physical
exam and free HIV testing.

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
350 West Woodruff Avenue
Toledo, Ohio 43624
255-6772

STEAK & SEAFOOD
7544. £ Woosler • 352 0461 ^

.
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Abortion pill RU-486 found 92 percent successful
The Associated Press

^^

BOSTON - The first formal
testing of the abortion pill
RU-486 in the United States
found that it successfully ended
pregnancies in 92 percent of
women.
Although the drug has already
been widely tested and used in
Europe, the Food and Drug administration requested that additional studies of its safety and effectiveness be done in the United
States.
Those results are being published in Thursday's issue of the
New England Journal of Medicine. The drug's U.S. developer
says it hopes to have the pill on
the market sometime next year.
In this study, the drug was

slightly less effective than in ear- have cramps, and that's what we and is working out details with
the FDA to get the drug on the
lier European experiments, saw."
"You need to bleed, and you have to have
where it triggered abortions in 96
Robbins was the study's man- market in 1999.
cramps,
and that's what we saw."
percent to 99 percent of women.
ager at the Population Council,
The study found the drug was
Success meant that the women which was given U.S. rights to
expelled their fetuses without the medicine in 1994 by the most effective when given within
the need for surgery. The ap- French manufacturer Roussel 49 days of gestation. The longer a
proach was considered a failure Uclaf. The FDA declared the woman had been pregnant, the
if women did not abort after 15 drug safe and effective in 1996, less likely the pill was to work.
days, although some abortions after reviewing European data Among women who were pregAnn Robbins
and hearing preliminary results nant between eight and nine
might have occurred after this.
doctor
weeks, it was 77 percent effecThe researchers said the pill from the U.S. study.
tive.
The Population Council licenmay have appeared to work less
doctor's office to take a hormone 2,121 women at 17 Planned Parwell in this test because U.S. doc- sed its rights to the drug to the
The drug, also known as mife- called mispristol, which causes enthood clinics, freestanding
tors are inexperienced at giving Danco Group, a newly created
abortion medicines, or because pharmaceutical firm, after plans pristone, works by blocking the uterine contractions to expel the abortion clinics and university
of the way the study was de- to get the drug made by a Hun- effects of a hormone that is fetus. The woman must wait hospitals across the countrynecessary to maintain preg- there four hours in case of severe
garian company fell through.
signed.
April Holley, a spokeswoman
At Danco, spokeswoman nancy.
reactions, such as diarrhea and for the National Right to Life
"The side effects we saw are
nausea, and about half abort dur- Committee, said the organization
what are expected for the drug to Heather O'Neill said the comTwo days after taking the pill, ing this time.
work," Ann Robbins said. "You pany has found a manufacturer,
had not reviewed the study and
The study was conducted on had no comment on it.
need to bleed, and you have to which she declined to identify, the woman must return to her

Why. go anywhere else

FALL 1998 Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!

Why, go anywhere else

Why, go anywhere else

Why. go anywhere else

KIP PRESENTS....

Toledo Hot Spots!!

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
3 bedroom/ 2 baths, Furnished, Close to Campus

SHOW THIS AD FOR FREE ADMISSION TO ANY OF THE CLUBS

Total Rent per Month
'Limited time, Hurry!!!!

CLUBLAND
Yvm ti't'il tr>t«itiirir€rt Ccrolex

ONLY 18 MIN. FROM BGSUIII
Main Stag* • Top 40

224 E. Wooster GREENBRIAR, INC.
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm
Bowling Green,
Saturday 9am-1pm
OH 43402

NEXT MONWED

TONIGHT

NO HAIR THERE CONTEST
MIDNIGHT
FRIDAY

DANCES
UNTIL 8 PM

Dollar Bar * Pool Tabl.i

Liva

Music in tha Baaemant

18 & Over Welcome
mf*t

Come in today before
it is TOO LATE!

Polyastara • Diaco & Retro
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»D.J. Jason spins Top 40 on Main Stage
• D.d. Big Bri spins Disco and Retro in Polyesters
'Dollar Bar over 30 items, drinks & shots tor just $1
-Groove Bone in the Basement Thursday - Saturday
-Thursday College ID Night free with ID before 11 p.m.
• Friday is Ladies Night....Ladies in tree belore 11 p.m.
• Free well lighted Parking
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209 N. Superior St.
Toledo
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243-4446
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I Hours: 9p.m. - 2:30a.m. Thurs. - Sat. I

135 S. Byrne & Hill
College 18 & over crowd
Featuring: Velvet Jones
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OPEN TILL 4AM

CAFE & tBARj,

SATURDAY

COUPLES NIGHT
SUNDAY

HOWTIMES SB8-10-11

AMATEUR WET T-SHIRT
CONTEST

OPEN 7 NIGHTS
21 and OVER

9PM S200 1 ST PRIZE
OPEN TO PUBLIC
MONDAY

SUN - WED - Sing & Dance to Dreamline Karaoke

THEME SETS

THURS - SAT - Live music by Point Sank

TUESDAY

Karaoke Contests Every MON. and WED.
with cash prizes
Drink Specials Nightly!
Mouthwatering MUNCHIE Menu

2 FOR1 SPECIALS
AFTER 7PM
WEDNESDAY

TOLEDO S ORIGINAL
AMATEUR CONTEST
1 OPM S300
1 ST PRIZE
j RESTRICTIONS MAY APPIY
EXP. 5-J1-98
5-31-98
|
510 COUCH DANCES M-TH
IXP.
[_
J
NOON TO 7PM
"~iS8~i Byrne Rd Toledo 531-0079
ATM

1

7^/;7fTN

Thurs. College ID Night
18 & Over
Wed.
$100 Line Dance Class
Thurs. & Sun. Bandera

THE BULL IS NOW HERE!!!
OPEN - WED thru SAT
Door open at 800 pin.
"Come Ride the Bull"

THURS. Nights - Toledo's Only 21 & Over College ID Night!

WED Night-Taco Night

867-9123
2518 S. Reynolds & Heatherdowns

All You Can Eal Taco'sfor S3.99
3922 Secor
475-4381
Why. go anywhere else
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Know Someone Who Is Graduating?
Send them a farewell or good luck message in the last issue of
The BG News of 97/98+ Show your friends, roommates &
employees how special they are. Let them see it in print!

KWM-B-EH

2x2 = $20.00
with picture
provided
by you!

(Actual Size)
Publish Date: Monday, May 4
Deadline: 4:00 p.m.,TODAY

As Your Parents
Would Say...
lx3 B $1M0

(Actual Size)

We have a variety of styles & borders to choose from. Bring
a picture to make the message really stand out.

Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad! Or call 372-6977 for more information.
It's Bursarable!

J

I

I

Get A
Job!
Congrats On Your
Graduation!
love,
Mom & Dad

4H£ES>K

Roses are Red
Violets are Blue
Mi/ Heart Will
AtlUCH/S

Belong to You!

Happij
Graduation,
Mike!
Lot/e always,
Angie

H
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fi SPORTS
Harnisch twirls two-hitter in win
The Associated Press
I
—'
CINCINNATI -- With all the
problems he's gone through, Pete
Harnisch couldn't help but be encouraged by his first shutout in
two seasons.
Harnisch pitched a two-hitter
Wednesday, retiring the last 13
batters, and Eddie Taubensee
singled home a first-inning run
as the Cincinnati Reds beat the
Philadelphia Phillies 1-0.
It was Harnisch's eighth career shutout in 230 starts and his
first since July 29,1996, when he
beat Pittsburgh with a four-hitter
for the New York Mets. Since
then, he has missed most of a
season with depression and
pitched for three teams.

"This helps," said Harnisch,
who wound up with the Reds'
first complete game of the
season. "I've been struggling
with (confidence) a little bit
lately. It's hard not to feed off a
game like this."
Harnisch (2-0) struck out eight
and walked only one, a day after
the Reds walked 11 in an 11-8 loss
that lasted 3 hours, 46 minutes.
He allowed only two runners to
reach second base, adding to the
game's quick pace: 1:58.
Kevin Sefcik doubled in the
first inning and Alex Arias had
an infield single to shortstop in
the fifth for the only hits off
Harnisch. The Reds made a couple of nice plays behind him in
the seventh to take away poten-

tial doubles.
"It was great to go nine," Harnisch said. "I haven't done that
much lately. It's fun, especially
when you get into the late innings. I was pumped."
"We hit some balls at people
and some balls didn't fall," Phillies manager Terry Francona
said. "We gave him a few easy
innings, but he pitched very
well."
Mike Grace (1-3) was nearly as
effective and wound up losing
because of a ball that deflected
off his glove. Lenny Harris
opened the first with a single,
and Willie Greene hit a high
bouncer back to the mound that
went off the top of Grace's glove
for an infield single.

If Grace catches the bail, he
probably turns a double play.
"I just missed the ball," Grace
said. "A play like that can change
the game. It's my fault. The ball
came high off the turf, but I
should have been -eady. I should
have had the ball."
After Dmitri Young forced
Greene at second, Taubensee
singled through the hole at second to drive in Harris and extend
his hitting streak to eight games,
the best by a Red this season.
Taubensee also won the opening
game of the series with a ninthinning homer.
After the first Inning, Cincinnati didn't get another runner to
second base. Grace left for a
pinch hitter in the eighth after al-

lowing five hits and one walk in
seven innings.
"I thought there were going to
be more runs," Taubensee said.
"A lot of times a day game after a
late night game can be a low-scoring game."
Philadelphia's Doug Glanville
went O-for-4, ending his hitting
streak at 14. It was the longest
active streak in the major
leagues and tied Colorado's
Vinny Cast ilia for longest in the
NL this season.
Cincinnati's Barry Larkin went
0-for-2 with a walk, extending his
slump to a career-worst O-for-24.
It's the deepest slump by a Reds
player since Curtis Goodwin
went 0-for-29 last season.

Larkin missed most of spring
training because a bulging disc ii.
his neck that required surgery on
March 13.
Notes: Phillies outfielder
Gregg Jefferies sat out a second
consecutive game because of a
strained ankle. He's expected
back for a weekend series
against Houston. ... Rico Brogna
and Scott Rolen each had
14-game tutting streaks for the
Phillies last season. The last Phillie to hit in more than that was
Mariano Duncan, who hit In 18
games In 1993. ... Harris hit leadoff for the Reds for the first
time since 1996, when he led off
24 times. Chris Stynes, in a
2-for-18 slump, got a day off.

OSU problems continue
as Stringer goes postal
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS, Ohio - Ohio State
guard Damon Stringer is scheduled to be arraigned May 13 on
charges of attacking a driver in a
parking lot and damaging his car,
a prosecutor said.
Stringer, who will be a junior
this fall, was charged Tuesday
with assault, criminal damaging
and disorderly conduct, all misdemeanors, said chief city prosecutor Stephen Mclntosh. He will
be arraigned in Franklin County
Municipal Court.
If convicted on all charges,
Stringer could be sentenced to up
to 10 months in jail and fined
$2,000.
He is accused of attacking
Daniel Schneider of Columbus
and damaging his car, according
to a police complaint.
"We have talked to a couple of
witnesses and looked at the
police report, and there was sufficient probable cause in the case
for us to go forward," Mclntosh
said.

Stringer has an unlisted telephone number and could not be
reached for comment. Contacted
by The Columbus Dispatch on
Tuesday, Stringer acknowledged
that "something happened this
weekend" but refused to provide
details.
Head coach Jim O'Brien was in
Florida and could not be reached
for comment.
Athletics director Andy
Geiger, also in Florida, said by
telephone on Wednesday morning, "I've spoken with coach O'Brien by telephone. We'll sit
down with him (Stringer) and the
family when we get back, which
will be this weekend."
Other university spokesmen
confirmed that the school was
reviewing the complaint.
"I just know that we're investigating in terms of what he
did, I'm still in the dark, said
Gerry Emig, sports information
director.
Athletics department spokesman Steve Snapp said "As best
we can, we are trying to gather

Information."
Snapp said O'Brien made it
clear that he will talk with
Stringer and Stringer's family
before making any decisions on
the player's status with the team.
According to the complaint,
Stringer was pulling into a parking lot at Thurber Village, an
area near downtown, at 2 am.
Sunday when another driver
backed out of a parking space
and hit Stringer's car.
The complaint alleges that
when the other driver got out of
his car to exchange insurance information, Stringer kicked him
in the face. Stringer also is accused of jumping up and down on
the other driver's car, breaking
its sunroof and smashing the
hood.
Stringer, Ohio State's leading
scorer each of his first two years
with the team, sat out last season
with a stress fracture of his
lower back. The Buckeyes went
8-22, including a school-record
17-game losing streak.

Favorite Trick wins
post position for Derby
The Associated Press
Alloclatril Pn?■> pholo by Wyclcaf Jtan

Seven-foot-2 center Malgorzata Dydek was the top choice in yesterday's WNBA draft.

Utah signs skyscraper
with first WNBA pick
NEW YORK - Malgorzata Dydek, a 7-foot-2
center from Poland, was the first overall pick in
today's WNBA draft.
Dydek, who has played overseas for six years,
was taken by the Utah Starzz. She spent the past
two seasons with Pool Getafe of Spain, averaging 11 points and 6.2 rebounds per game last
season.
Ticha Penicheiro of Old Dominion was selected second, by the Sacramento Monarchs. Flori-
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da's Murriel Page was taken third, by the Washington Mystics.
The rest of the first round was Korie Hlede of
Duquesne, by Detroit; Harvard's Allison Feas-.
ter, by Los Angeles; Maine's Cindy Blodgett, by
Cleveland; North Carolina's Tracy Reid, by
Charlotte; Maria Stepanova from Russia, by
Phoenix; Texas Tech's Alicia Thompson, by New
York; and Polina Tzekova from Bulgaria, by
Houston.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Favorite
Trick won the Kentucky Derby
post-position draw Wednesday
when an "inquiry" forced a redraw.
In the redraw, Favorite Trick,
the early 4-1 third choice, drew
No. 1, which meant trainer Bill
Molt got first pick. He took the
No. 7 post position.
Trainer Bob Baffert picked
second and took the No. 8 post for
2-1 favorite Indian Charlie. Picking sixth, trainer Nick Zito chose
No. 6 for Hanuman Highway, the
second favorite at 7-2.
For the first time at the Kentucky Derby, owners and
trainers made the selections in
the draw themselves in a
nationally televised broadcast.

But an announcer's mistake
forced Churchill Downs officials
to do it over.
In the first draw, ESPN's Chris
Lincoln announced that Artax
would pick 15th, but when Rock
and Roll's name was drawn last,
he again announced No. IS.
Lincoln, who was drawing the
numbered pills, said he mixed up
the call, but he was not sure for
which horse.
"The pill was misidentified,"
said Karl Schmitt, a Churchill
Downs vice president. "It's a
corrective error under the Kentucky Racing Commission regulations."
So the redraw was ordered.
Tom Meeker, president and
CEO of Churchill Downs, indicated that in the future, he wanted track officials to handle the

k.\
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draw.
"The issue is that we had one
person doing two critical jobs,"
Meeker said.
Trainer D. Wayne Lukas, who
won first pick the first time
around, got the 10th pick in the
redraw and took the No. 11 post
for Cape Town, the 6-1 fourth
choice.
"I think they did the right thing
by redrawing," Lukas said. "We
came out all right, but if we came
out the second time with the No.
IS pick, I would have said 'Whoa!'
With the No. 1 pick he originally had, Lukas said he would have
gone for the No. 7 or No. 8 post.
"The favorites are side by side
and they can keep track of each
other, and we're a little further
out and can watch them, too," he
said.

MAINTENANCE
TUNE-UP SPECIAL*
4 Cylinder - $32.95
6 Cylinder - $36.95
8 Cylinder - $39.95

1
I
I
I

INCLUDES Analysis o» starting, charging. & angina ayslam
PLUS »a MI Wrung I natal naw ipark plugs
Cal lor appohmanl • Eipiraa 5-15-96

WRIGHT TIRE & AUTO CENTER
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NEW LOCATION
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Service
ACCEPTED
Service Hours: Mon-Frl 7 am- S pm; Sat 7 am - Noon

AutoCare
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Bulls finish sweep of Nets
The Associated Press
EAST RUTHERFORD, NJ. Michael Jordan and the Chicago
Bulls made sure the New Jersey
Nets ended their first playoff appearance in four years with nothing more than a little respect.
Jordan hit IS of his first 18
shots and scored 38 points
Wednesday night as the Bulls
swept the best-of-5 series from
the upstart Nets with a 116-101
victory.
The first-round sweep was the
third straight for the two-time
defending NBA champions and it
gave them a 24-1 record in the
opening round since 1991.
Scott Burrel 1 supported Jordan
by hitting 9 of 11 shots from the
field and scoring 23 points, in-

eluding 11 in the third quarter
when Chicago opened a 93-76
lead. Dennis Rodman added 17
rebounds as Chicago outrebounded New Jersey 3S-21, limiting New Jersey to 10 boards in
the first 36 minutes.
Rodman also put an exclamation point on the win, hitting a
3-pointer on a pass from Jordan
in the waning seconds. He then
raised his arms over his head,
drawing catcalls from the sellout
crowd.
Sherman Douglas, again filling
In for the Injured Sam Cassell,
led the Nets with 19 points. Chris
Catling and Keith Van Horn each
had 18 and Kendall Gill 17 for
New Jersey, which lost despite
outshootlng Chicago from the
field, 60 percent to 56 percent.

The Nets had rallied from big
deficits and made the Bulls
struggle in the first two games in
Chicago, and they thought that
playing before a home crowd
would make a difference.
It didn't, even though the fans
booed Jordan and Co. more than
they had in the past.
On the court, nothing changed
and the Nets problems were
compounded by Jordan's sizzling
shooting. He opened with a
3-point basket and then
proceeded to sink one jumper
after another, most of the time
with a defender not too far away.
He finished 16-of-22 from the
field.
Both teams shots about 65 percent in the opening half, but the
Bulls opened a 61-52 lead. Chi-

cago broke the game open midway through the third quarter
with a 14-6 spurt that Included
nine straight by Bur re 11.
The Nets made one desperate
run In the fourth quarter, closing
to 97-85.
However, Jordan make several
fakes on Kerry Kittles on the left
wing and hit another jumper. As
the crowd groaned, Jordan put
his finger to his lips and mouthed
"shhhhh."
Cassell, who played 23 minutes
in the first two games, reinjured
his groin after three minutes and
two points. He watched the end
of the game in street clothes.
Jayson Williams, who returned to
action after missing the final
month with a broken thumb, had
three points and 10 rebounds.

The biggest threat to
depression is your
awareness of it.
sonipofl
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DETROIT - The Rangers set a
team record with their 18th win
in Anril and a major league record for runs in the month as
John Burkett rebounded from
two poor starts to lead Texas
over the Detroit Tigers 4-1

Wednesday night.
Texas (18-7) won its fifth
straight and topped the old team
win mark of 17, set In 1989. The
Rangers have 178 runs in April,
two more than Montreal scored
two years ago.
Detroit lost for the 13th time in
IS games.

Burkett (2-3), who allowed 17
earned runs in 8 2-3 innings during his previous two starts, gave
up four hits in seven Innings,
struck out four and walked none.
John Wetteland pitched a perfect
ninth for his sixth save.
Detroit got Its run on Joe Oliver's sixth-inning homer. Greg

Keagle (0-5) lost despite his best
start of the season. He gave up
three runs ~ just one earned i and three hits in eight innings,
striking out five and walking one.
Texas scored in the first on
singles by Tom Goodwin and
Mark McLemore, the and Rusty
Greer's double-play grounder.

Hunter resentenced
to six months tnjail
BOWLING GREEN, Ohio -A former Bowling Green State
University football player lias
been resentenced in an assault
case.
Wood County Common Pleas
Judge Donald DeCessna on
Tuesday sentenced Dontay
Hunter, 22, of Cleveland, to six
months in Jail. He also ordered
Hunter to' repay as much as
$20,000 in medical expenses
incurred by his victim.
DeCessna orginally sentenced Hunter to 18 months in
jail on May 18, 1997, in the
same case. The sentence was
issued after the former Bowling Green lineman pleaded
guilty to one count of aggravated assault.

Police said Hunter attacked
Bowling Green student Andrew Bohmer with a baseball
bat on Oct. 31,1996.

^^

Graduation Day
Brunch
Buffet
Saturday, May 9, 1998
10 am to 1 pm
Kreischer Silver River Cafe
Cost: $7.95 per person
For reservations contact the
Kreischer Sundial Food Court at 372-9326
Monday-Friday 9 am -5 pm
Buffet Items Include:
Assorted Juices
Coffee, Tea, Milk

Huter's lawyers appealed
the sentence, saying it was too
harsh for a first offender.
They said Hunter had no prior
adult or juvenile records and
no record of disciplinary problems In high school or college.
An appeals court overturned
the sentence earlier this year.
"Although you're involved
in a violent activity, meaning
football, you have to separate
the two," DeCessna told Hunter during Tuesday's sentencing.

•

Carbonated Beverages
Scrambled Eggs
Home Fried Potatoes
Bacon/Sausage
Dollar Size Pancakes with
Cherry Topping or Syrup
Muffins, Sweet Rolls and Bagels
Chicken Fettucini Primavera
Bread Sticks

now available in BOTH ...

University Bookstore

IhUUtte&iQp

Ml
M-Th 8-6
Fri 8-5; Sat 9-5

M-Th 8:30-5:30
Fri 8:30-5
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Need a job next year?
Deliver the BG News

Have all day & weekends
FREE!

Apply in person @ 204 West Hall between
8:30 & 10:00 a.m. Ask forTodd.

MANAGEMENT

Term papers dll6?

130 E Wuhingron Sam. Bowlir-, Green, Ohio

Excellent pay for 2-3 hours of hard
work Monday - Friday beginning at 6
a.m. MUST have reliable
transportation, clean driving record &
insurance. 2 year
commitment needed.

$ GET PAID WELL $

HIGHLAND
419 354-6036
The Highland* - Graduate
housing. One bedroom . Laundry
facilities In building. A/C, Quiet'
From $41 o/mo. For more info, call
354-6036
Jay-Mar Apia. Quiet housing.
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building, A/C, Gas heat, Start at
$5107mo. 12-mo lease.
Call 354-6036 for a showing.
Additional Sites to Choose trom:
LIBERTY STREET

&

SUMMIT HILL.

Well take care of you. Best
price, well maintained, privacy
and deadbolt security, large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance.

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

Kinko's is here to make your life easier.

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 98
Furnished or Unfurnished
apartments available at
CHARLESTOWN APTS. &
ASHDON ESTATES

Let us help you add impact to your project with color
or access the Internet for research.
i

1

Rent one hour,
get one hour FREE

Buy one, get one FREE

710, 730, 850 Scott Hamilton

self-service color copies

•2 blocks from campus
-Central Air
-Spacious 2 bedroom apartments
-New carpet, linoleum, and paint!

Internet access

Ltetatva on* Rtf MttT-Mn* cttar cosy -man yaw pwdtaai am cater c asy
0ft*r aa*tta* MIVil 1" rlmjli HSiS caatM. Coupon must to pmantad at
torn of pwchata Md K not wttd •» othac dHctwnt proo/aan OnV ti limttad
to ont ccwaon pat nntamar par Darurtian. OnV rtMnw-fd purcnaia only
and may not to divountad a> cndHad toward paat or futura purrhaun. Void
«na» prortWtad by 1M MB «ih vab» 0"V *<*) at parttctpMiraj Klnbo't locator- only Swtoact to avaSaMny

■MM MM tow antf §M «nt Iww nil, w li «M hM, hM rtr a
>miM«i i«Jtw«i««yWo|«i».,«u«iiri> tedlw »«»»»»•«■
IW ■•»-■•*• « MMf> -MUUHMO. Coupon «ml bo m« It tlo» rf
punhMO and n not »ahd «*th oth* tfiuoont pngtaon. OH* n urpitpd to on,
coupon PM cutfomor por tnnucHon. OfOpr valid at two of purdiaw only and
may not bo ducountpd Of crodttod toward post or Mont putthowi Void Mom
protntttod by IM. Ho caUi valut. OAM who It pvttdpHlna (tinao'i location,
Ol»y SuCMKt to PfoNjMHV

836 Scott Hamilton
2 bedroom duplex
500/mo. plus utilities
Great house! You must
see thle property I

Bowling Green, OH
115 Railroad St. • 354-3977

CALL NOW!!
Mid Am Management
641 Third St Apt 4 BG
352-4380

a

rcro

kinko's
I«™»H

Bowling Green, OH

115 Railroad St. • 3M-3977

t

a

wrero

kinko's I UtMMWJ
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Baseball persuading Schott to sell

Sports Briefs

The Associated Press

Cardinals sign Dave Brown
CINCINNATI - M«Jor league
baseball would be pleased if
Marge Schott sells her share of
the Cincinnati Reds, but it has not
urged her to do so, a baseball
source told The Associated Press
on Wednesday.
The Cincinnati Post reported
that baseball is trying to persuade Schott to sell the team before her suspension Is up on Nov.
1. Otherwise, the other owners
would consider extending the
length of her punishment, the
newspaper said, quoting anonymous sources.
However, a ranking baseball
official, speaking on the condition he not be identified, said
Schott's case is not actively being
considered by the owners and
officials, and probably won't be
until later in the season.

TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) The Arizona Cardinals signed former New
York Giants quarterback Dave Brown today to a two-year contract, providing a veteran backup to second-year starter Jake
Plummer.
Brown, who lost his starting job last season to Danny Kanell,
will compete for the No. 2 job with Stoney Case, who signed a
one-year deal to return to the Cardinals on Tuesday.
Brown, 28, was selected by the Giants in the first round of the
1992 NFL Supplemental Draft.

Gonzalez sets RBI record
ARLINGTON, Texas - No major leaguer has ever driven in
more runs to start a season than Texas' Juan Gonzalez.
Gonzalez's two-run home run in the ninth inning of Tuesday's
7-2 victory over Minnesota gave him 35 RBIs in April, breaking
the record for the month set last year by Tlno Martinez of the
New York Yankees.
Gonzalez also drove in a run on March 31, giving him 36 for the
year and setting the major-league mark for RBIs before May.
With games remaining Wednesday and Thursday, Gonzalez
had a shot at breaking his personal-best for RBIs in month,
which is 38. He set that mark in July 1996 during his AL MVP
season.
Should Gonzalez keep up the pace he could make a run at Hack
Wilson's season record of 190 RBIs set in 1930. The last player to
come close was Tommie Davis of the Los Angeles Dodgers with
153 in 1962.

The source also said that baseball has hinted to Schott it would
be happy if she agreed not to resume running the team when her
suspension ends later this year,
but is not trying to persuade her
to do so.

Dayton moves closer to minor league team

NL president Len Coleman and
Reds managing executive John
Allen both declined to comment
on the matter. Schott, who is recovering from a broken hip, did
not answer her phone at home.
I Schott agreed to give up authority to make day-to-day decisions in June 1996, following
another round of inflammatory
comments. Allen will run the
team until at least Nov. 1, when
she's allowed to return.

AllocUlcd Pmi photo by Turtle Rkkrl

DAYTON, Ohio - Investor Hank Stickney says he hopes to
have minor league approval this week of a plan to bring a Class A
team to the city and send hisproposal to Major League baseball.
Stickney, an evil vetcrnarian, said Tuesday that Major League
approval would likely take a few weeks.
He also said he planned to meet with Cincinnati Reds Managing Executive John Allen to talk about the project.
Stickney wants to bring the Rockford (111.) Cubbies of the
Midwest League to Dayton. A message left at the offices of the
Midwest League on Wednesday was not returned.
Meanwhile, the design of the $22.7 million, 8,000-seat downtown stadium is done, said Dayton Community Development Director Joe Tuss.
Stickney said he expects a stadium lease between himself and
the city will be presented to the City Commission next week.
compiled from wire reports

Marge Schott is being persuaded by baseball officials to sell her share of the Reds.

BIGBUCKSFORB00KS

*

TAKE
ADVANTAGE
OF BG'S BEST
APARTMENTS!
Units available
for summer at the
following locations:

I

* 702 1/2 E. Wooster
2 bdrm. duplex
$800 for ENTIRE
summer lease

Units for fall
available at the
following locations:

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
April 27-April 30 8am - 6pm
May 1, 8am-5pm • May 2,9am-5pm
May 4-7,8am-6pm • May 8 8am-5pm

• 710-730 Scott Hamilton
2 bdrm. units, patios,
central air, roomy.
Free water & sewer.
• 850 Scott Hamilton
2 bdrm. units, very
spacious, new carpet,
paint, linoleum.
Free water & sewer.
• 836-836 1/2 Scott
Hamilton
2 bedroom duplex.
$500/mo. plus utilities.

Call Matt at:
352-4380 for more
information.
f

FALL 1998 LISTS
NOW AVAILABLE!
3 Person Rate
Available
Now!
(Limited number available)

• Frazee Ave. Apts.
• East Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apts.
<1L
CREENBRIAR, INC.

Hours-.
Monday • Friday
9a.m. • 5pm.
Saturday
9a.m. - 1p.m.

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 45402

Are you good with spelling and grammar?

'

~\

Do friends come to you for help on their papers?
Then The BG News is the place for youl

UNIVERSITY UNION
FALCON'S NEST
May 4-710am-5pm
May 8,10am-4pm

We currently have positions available for people interested in copy editing. All majors accepted. Salary .
negotiable with experience.} "W*
Call 372-6966 or stop by 210 West Hall.

The last challenge
of a socially
conscious society?
a! brain activity H
■ fe. only 1 in 5 |
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Ads
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CAMPUS EVENTS
EUROPE-SUMMER 'M
t2M (each way plus tuat)
Caribbean/Mexico $229 ri
CALL SCO 326 2000
htlpy/www alrhilch.org

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Tests
Confidential and Caring
354-4673 BO Pregnancy Center
Summer storage unto available
Close to campus. Call Buckeye Storage

352 1520

AOll'
Olf AOII'
AOM • AOII'
AOII ' AOII
I
Congratulation*! to Jenniler Seyer/Laura
Drake lor wmirlg tha high**! Big/IM* GPAi
AOir AOII-AOII •ACMI
AOII'AOII'AOII'AOII
Congratulalcns lo Sara Gurltoyta for winning
tha Warner Book Scholarship!
AOII • AOII-AOI-AOII
AOII'AOII'AOII'AOII
Congratulalons to Nicola Herman tor winnmg
the Most Outstanding President Awardl
AOII'AOII'AOII'AOII

ATTENTION ALL STUOENTS:
Do you have a Summer job?
Is II related lo your major/career goals?
Coma and see il you quality for
CC-OP050
a NOCOST transcript notation
Land CRE DIM. ITY to your employment
Co-op 31 OSS Bag. 372-2451 details.
Cortney Herme n
Congratulations on winning the -Outstanding
Community Service" Awardl You rockl
Love. Jen
Delta ZeU DU Delta Zeta
The sisters ol Delta Zeta would Ilk* to thank Ha
brothers ol Delta Upsilon (or the kissing carnations on Saturday.
Delta Zeta DU Derte Z«a

Desperately seeking Susan, and Joe.and
Amy or Jeff for RENEW MOO
Friday's*! Kamikazes
2S cent draft 4-8pm
Your Friday afternoon destination
after class

PERSONALS

1 Noss and Coopernder, 1994 Sauna
Naiure'i Legacy

Suzy D Suiy D Suzy D
Although wa have our differences.
I soil love ya. H ope you have a
happy birthday l ONLY ONE MORE
YEARI Happy 20th I
Suzy D Suzy DSu2y Doc
Thurs. at Kamikazes
Pitcher specials 7pm-2am
Tuesday's at Kamikazes
Ladies mght. 75 cent drinks
Weds at Kamikazes
Karaoke with Rich Medal
10pm-2am. Free pool al night

WANTED
1 auhleasar needed tor May - Aug In a Ig
Sbdrm. 2 kiKfi. 2 bath house. Close to campus
and bars. Own room «250/mo Prios nag.
ACAUT Inc. Cal 352-7457.

Happy 21 st Birthday Karabearl
From, Natalie. Kelly, Vickie, and Lisi

2 nsubieasers needed tor entire 2 bdrm apt.
Close to campus and bars. *240/mo Cal
353 8357.

Hatpl I need graduation rickets If you have any
extras, please call Mandy at 354-2310.
HEY Kamikazes.
The great music, nice bartenders, and great
tasting kamikazes make for a fun Saturday
mght.

Thanks"
I need graduation tickets if you have extras
from the oolego ol Arts A Sciences Please
contact Stephanie 0 354-7313.
Need extra graduation tickets. Wiling to pay
money. Please contact Angela at 3520688 if
have any poXetj.

Phi Mu' Pin Mu' Phi Mu
Congratulations to Kelly Hartsock and Missy
Brown. Youdid awesome in Billiards'
PhiMu'PNMu'PhiMu

Environmental Programs and your
Campus Recycling Program

Sigma Kappa ' Sigma Kappa
A special thank you to Danny Shane and
Heidi Hartrellor their hard work and commitment! We wai miss you born next year!
Love.
Tha sisters of Sigma Kappa
Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa

1-2 summer sublease's needed for May
15-Aug. 15 Own room Close to campus Wiling to negotiate costs Cal 354-8310 or
3725528

Phi Mu' KA' Phi Mu
Good luck ID Christina 1 Logan in the racquetbeH championship i
Phi Mu' KA' Phi Mu

Sponsored by the Center for

SigKap'SigKap'SigKep
Thanks to Brendan and Matt for coaching our
wonderful soccer leami
SlgKap-SigKap-SlgKep

SEPTEMBERS CHILDREN
Tonight at 10:00
EASY STREET CAFE

DID YOU KNOW?
The current wave of
extinctions resulting
from human activity is
eliminating an estimated
27,000 species each
year, making it the sixth
great mass extinction in
the Earth's history.1

REWARD Participate in Renew 2000 1 discovarpraairichaa

1-2 sublease's for summer. Nae. dean. Cat
353-3321 A ask for Michael.

GRASSHOPPER Pt

and
" Free - companion dog Sweat, loving. VERY
well-trained older English Spaniel. Would
make a wonderful pet/companion for just the
right person. Call 823-3033. before 9pm

PniMu'PrnMu'PhiMu
Congratulations to Cabinet Members ol the
week: Amy Weaver S Cathy Strange. Thank
you tor all your hard work!
PhiMu'PNMu'PhiMu

PhlMu'PbiMu'PhiMu
Congratulations lo Jen Ward on receiving tie
■•Sportswoman ol the Year" awardl We love
youl
PhlMu'PhiMu'PhlMu

2 subisrs needed tor May ■ Aug. 1170/rno
OBO. Own room Cat Taylor at 372-1648 or
Stove al 353-5225.
Cleveland Intern looking for roomale for tie
summer. Call Eric* ai372-5i08 if interested
Couch in good condition. No smoking stains ot
party left-overs Please call 353-0002.
Female subleaser needed immediately Re
duced rent. Own room Call Jen 373-0058.
Female subleaser needed tor Aug 96 May 08.
2 bedroom/2 bath. II75 00/month . utilities
Security deposit paid. 522 E. Merry-very close
to campus. Oft street parking, share apt. with 3
fun roomates. Call Donna t? 372 6452
Female subisrs. needed loi 1986 99 school yr.
Nice house, own rm do** 10 campus.
373-0056 sek tor Amy or Freida
Looking for 23 roomales tor nest school yew
1220 E. Wooster St. Ctoae 10 campus For information cal Slav* «? 353-3183
M or F subleaser needed House w'garag*.
$200/month * utilities, own room, rent neg
Summer only 373-0040 Karhy
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Roomate needed lor lemaie grad student Aug
'98 thru May or Aug 99 Jl8S/mo .ull.own
room Must Ilka cats Call liya 9353-1138,
leave msg
^

-United Parcel Service"
»5O0 Hiring Bonus
Midnight Shifts Can for details
$8 50/hour 4 great benefits
Ce»UPS©4198916820
To schedule an interview
-United Percel Service"

Subleaser needed for summer. Call Don or
Todd at 352-5608.
Subleaser needed i bdrm efficiency apartment. furnished. Arc. Close ID downtown
«2O0rmo. Call Dan 9 352 7596
Subleaser needed for Fall 96 Close lo cam
pus. Cheap rent. Own room. Call 354-4107.

HELP WANTED

Babysitter needed tor summer A for next
school year for my 3 y. old twins A 16 mo. old
baby. ISmour. For days and/or evenings
Watervnse. OH (15 mm. from BG) Must have
own transportation. Call collect anytime
410476-4665
Baby sitter for professor's toddlers
Call 352 0169

Deliver the BG News
EXCELLENTPay tor 2-3 hrs
of hard work Mon Fri
MUST have ratable transportation.
insurance. & dean driving record.
2 yr commitment OET PAID
WELL A have all day A weekends
FREEI
Apply in person 0 204 West Hall
8:30-10:00am
Ask for Todd.

Camp Counselor positions Want a meamngtul
A rewarding job that wit impact a child's hie
forever? Join our YMCA staff Flexible part
Dm* hours avail brw 6 30*m-6 OOpm Working with children with A without disabilities. For
more alto, contact Slephany Mullholand 0
418-885-1700 or Mop by at 5605 Monroe St
Sytvani* 10 place an application.
CNkJcare position lor Infant rm. hr». 12-6
Please call WalerviRe location 878-4100
CRUISE SHIP A LAND-TOUR JOBS
Excellent benefits. World Travel. Ask u* howl
517 324 3090 en C55445

HI Heading Home to Cleveland for the Summer? Help pay for Fall tuition or have extra I
for summer. 17/hr. OS M-F. No weekends A
no experience necessary Modem Offices in
Cleveland Are*. Cal 216-226-7117.
III Help Wanted Ml
Student Personnel Coordinator
The University Student Union is looking to fill
its Student Personnel Coordinator position lor
the Summer and 1098-1000 academic year.
Computer knowledge, organization*) skills.
and the ability 10 work with other* are a must.
Human Resource or Interpersonal Communi
cation major* preferred. If interested ema.ujdhoope®bgnet bgeu edu by Monday,
May 4,1008 by Spm.
"—•OSU Sl udents Only—
11500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
Free intormation. Call 410-347-1475.
• IS YOUR RESUME LACKING?
Fnd out why PAG, IBM. Xerox. A hundred* of
other top companies wan! students who have
been through our summer training program
Over 00% ot the student* using our placement
office found career job* last year Average
monthly income 12174. All majors apply. Call
1-800-307-8830.
375 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed! Coed •ummer camp* In Pocono
Mountains, PA Lohlkan, 1-800-488-4321,
www.lohlkan.com.
ATTENTION STUDENTS
Now hiring lor Summer Semester
Part Time
Less than one block Irom Campus
SS/HR. STARTING PAY
3 shifts available.
A Shift: 7:00a m -10 00a m
BShitt: 10:15am-1'ISp.m.
C Shift 1:30p.m .4:30p.m.
New FleiltHe Hour* Aval table!
Posaibikty of working 21 /2 hour*
and getting paid tor 31

354-8802
354-8703

Dancers 18 yrs or older
Thought ot dancing? Try it make big III while
having tun. Toledo's best dub. Win tram
FTrPTcallnow4t8-476-B6lS.
DONT READ THIS il you like working tor mm
imum wage, slaying home In Ohio, A seek se
cure, non-rewarding work. HOWEVER if you
want to earn outstanding money (18300) travel
across the country, A enjoy challenging your
sen to something completely wonhwhe* cal
1-800-307.6630.
Earn up to 17000 working el PuMn-9ay
Insurance requires you to be a! least 25 yrs.
old. Cal Tuaa.-Fn. attar 1.00 pm. (418)
285-3030.
Earn whX* you learn
Find out how you can make extra money while
in school Work al your leisure any Im* you
want. Even when watching TV. Call
1 888-662-172610 fmd out how
Easy Street Cafe Now Hinng
All positions apply m person between 2 A 5pm.
Ext. painters wanted tor summer. 18-8/hr. No
axp. necessary Toledo area. Call Matt
»>1-600-678-2656 exl 220
Full or part lime construction worker. 17-8 per
hr depending on experience Cal Dave or
Gary al 354-3086. Thompson Thompson Construction
Help wanted. Babysitter tor 2 children. In my
home. Must be energetic, love sports A have
own transportation. Daily summer work.
Plea** call Gal tf 352-8284.
Help wanted Summer employment. Market
research interviewing MR 5 00-8 00 pm F 4-8
pm. Sat. 11-3 pmS. 3-7 pm. I6hrs. week min.
352-8115 E2Q9 5.50 per hr
Home City toe Company is now hiring tor these
positions: Rout* Drivers, Production Stackers.
Truck Loaders Competitive wages/flexible
schedules. Locations throughout atl ol Ohio
and Southeast Michigan. Call for details at
1-800 699-8070

Need 3 graduation tickets. Will pay lop dollar.
Call Jafl 354 3293
Need graduation tickets will pay II Call
352-6082.
Room A Board for dean. neat. A responsible
person. Price negotiable Call 354-6117.

STOP DRINKING
CHEAP BEER!
Come to Churchill's today and
check out our incredible selection of over 200 varieties of
^ domestic, imported and
microbrewed beers!
While you're here,
don't forget to
indulge in our
fantastic varieties
of fine wines
and gourmet
foods.

PRIME RIB

-«■

SEAFOOD

STEAK HOUSE
f. \TAtLISHt. D

163 South Main Stree.

I 9 5 I

Bowling Green - 352 2595

Lifeguards wanted Portage Quarry Accepting
appkeaaon tor summer employment Ape*/ at
T-Souaro Graphic* 0121 S Man St
Looking tor a job oire'trva summer*>
LFEGUARD POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Recreational Sports
Applications available m the
SRC Main Oflce
Apply NOW"
For more into. Cal 372-7482.
LOOKING FOR FUIL-TME SUMMER EM
PIOYMENT?
Did you know that one ol the largest oakeries in
the U.S. is located only 25 minuses south ol
Bowling Green? We produce brand name
cookies and snack crackers and have full Dm*
summer positions tmmsdiaiaty open in our
Packaging and Miking Departments No ape
ciel skes needed
WE PAY 17.00 PER HOl,n PLUS SHFT

PMMUM

ATTENDANCE

INCENTIVE BAKERY DISCOUNT
CONSOLIDATED BISCUIT COMPANY
312 Rader Rd . McComb, OH 45858
419-293-2911. Ell. 232

PART-TIME STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
SUMMER
Are you looking for part-time employment o'15
hours plus per week within walking distance lo
8 G.S U. campus? Interested in working various unskilled too* *1 assembly, packaging,
etc.? Rat* ol pay is 85.15 par hour Apply in
person between the hours of 0:00 am and 500
pm (Monday Friday) at:
Advanced Specialty Products, kx
428CloughSt.
Bowing Green. OH 43402
Salesperson lo sell ftmoked meal
products to the retail sector. W*
offer wage * commission. One weak
paid vacation, insurance, nterested
parsons should call 353 0763 or send resume
to: PO Bo> 48. Bowling Green. OH
Seasonal Employment Opportunity
Brandywin* Country Club is currant*/ In need
ol filing several positions in our God Operations Dept. Bag-Cart Ranje Attendants
needed. Must be available weekday* and
weekend*. Hourly rat* ptua gratuity Apply at
the Golt Shop Brandywine Country Club 6004
Salisbury Rd Maumoo. OH 43537
TELEMARKETING
Line Up Your Summer Job Now
GUARANTEED SALARY
Expecl»9 11 00/hr. Salaryroonu*
Fun environment.our mono is
-HAVE FUN 8 MAKE MONEY
Airport Hgwy ./Holland Sylvama
1-800-383-5869btwn9:00am 5OOpm
Telephone interviewing. No s*ilng-part-tana,
mo*fly evengs-wkends. In Perrysburg. Flex.
scheduling & relaxed atmosphere. 674-5842
The Bowling Green Stale University's Women's Club Soccer Team Is looking for an experienced coach tor the upcoming fall season.
Thai is a volunteer position that requires experience and a good lime committment. You wM
be working with * very talented group ot skilled
lemaie soccer players You can be mala or lemaie and aril need to bo available on moat
weekends tor home A away games. 8 during
weekdays for practice. This at a very good opportunity lor someone who is Inhsrested m
coaching soccer A working with a vary competitive A organized women's team. It you ar* Interested, please feel tree to call Stacy Sctiapira
at 372-6144 S you will be given the details ol
this position Committment Is ■ big pan ol this
position but n wil definitely be a great exoerience.
The KEY Yearbook Is accepting appliostons
for section editors for next school year. Section
editor* wnte feature stones, adit, take photographs and perform page layout and design
using pagemaker Section* covered include;
campus life, academics, campus organizations, sports and seniors Editors gain great
experience and build their resume's while
working a flexible schedule of 5-6 hours/week.
Paid and volunteer positions available. Caff
Mike @ 372-8635 tor more kilo, or stop by 28
West Hall
VAN DRIVER
Part time, summer position
Provide transportation lo and from social earvice agency. Must be between the ages ol
21 65. possess a valid Ohio drivers license and
an excellent driving record. Salary $7.89 par
hour. Submit rasum* to Chldr*n's Resource
Center. PO Box 738. Bowling Green. OH
43402.
Weekend custodial help wanted for summer
student union. 7-11am Sat. A Sunday. Cal
Carol 0 372-2598.
.

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE!

FOR SALE

Newly Constructed for Fall 1998
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C, &
Fireplaces
808 Frazee Ave.

1987 VW GTI. Charcoal gray. Good cond.
83500 OBO. 352-8644

352-0717
Hours:
224 E, Wooster
Monday - Friday
Bowling Green
9 a.m. -5 p.m.
OHIO
Saturday
43402
GREENBRIAR, INC. 9 a.m. -1 p.m.
HURHY f OH ANIW APAHTMENT IN THE FALL1

1994 Ford Ranger XLT 62.000mi 4.0 V6 air
auto Alloy wheels *7500 Call 8728749.

Ncwlovc Realty Rentals
*7095lh:2LxlrnV2balti
* 501-503 5m: 2 Lxlrm
•309 High: 2 bdrm free neat.
water, sewer
* 702 4th: 2 bdrm
upscale w/2 car
garage
*507E.ricrry:2bdrm
across from Campus
•524 Oth: 2 bdrm. free heal.
water, sewer
•543 6 th: 2bdrm/2bath
VISIT OUR OFFICE FOR A
COrtPLETE LISTING FOR
UNDERGRADUATE. GRADUATE
AND PROFESSIONAL HOUSING! OR VISIT OUR NEW
WEBSI1T:
tUlpyA4/WWJa»rl0VCTCfj«U.C0m

325 South hain Street
(our only office)
352-5620

fa

1141S. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH.

i

f

NEWI9VE
Rentals

I
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1994. 70,000 mi. Honda Crvic EX 2* 5 •DO.
power everything. New tires $9700 Call
872-8748.

Software
QuarkXPress. Pagemaker. MS
Excel. WordPerfect. A MAC SE computer
w/externaldnve As $250 686-2333

1995 2-ar Chevy Cavalier AC. sunroof. CD
play.. 30.000 mi $9500 Call 354 0125

FOR RENT

1996 Suzuki Kalana 650 Low miles »4400
287-3316.
2-150 Wall Carpal tweeO Span Hover used1 3
yr. warr $610/or pest offer 353-4214.
300 Wan Pioneer box speakers with amp
H 50 OBO. Call KJ 353-5093
CARS FOB $100
Seized a sold locafy t»a montn
Trucks. 4 X 4*t. elC.
1 -800-522-2730 exl 4558
HOUSE FOR SALE
2 BH 1 bath 1/2 Wot* torm campus Many updates. Great investment for BGSU parent. 143
Baldwin Open House. Sat 3-5 352-7779

Apartments Available
* Close to campus
* Efficiencies
'1 Bedroom
* 2 Bedroom
•Furnished
' Unfurnished
Summer and Fall Li
John NewOve Real Estate
319E WoosterSt

354 2260

Loft tor sale
$50 or ban otter
Call 372-4665 and ask lor Lindsay
Looking tor a rvce couch? In great shape. Mint
condition. Owned by rjirta. Call 353-7297
Mad. dining table $30. Full B, matrass 6 box
spnngs. $50. Study table t chair. $50 6 drwr
dreeaer. $50 OBO Call Karen 352 9599
ORDER YOUR GRADUATION PARTY SUBS
* SALADS. CALL DIBENE0ETTO S
352-4663 WE DELIVER

1 bdrm apt. fuly furnished 2nd St. dose tc
campus May-Aug. $660 whole summer.
354-2389.
1 bdrm unit $264 plus utii. 2 blocks from campus. Avail May 15 287-4159 evenings
287-4926 days.
1-2 b« turn ./untum. $410*) $520
Call 354-6036.

WHY HAUL IT HOME

Buckeye I Summer Storage Available
s«if j
24 Hour Access
For More Information
Call (419) 352-1520

THE WASH HOUSE

2 bdrm turn or unturn. apts
705 7th St $550 entire summer
12 unit apartment buildings
98 99 school year lease
$500 per month
FREE heat, water, sewer
gas and HBO111
354-0914
2BEDROOMDUPLEX -311 N.CHURCH ST.
SUMMER TERM
1 CAR-PORT I OFF STREET PARKING
$399 . UTILITIES/CALL 353-6907
2 Bedroom, 2 ear garage, will accom 2-4
people, turn 702 4th St. Gas. central air,
waaher/dryer facility, $770/mo. . mile
354-2077 Of (419) 165-1964 Iva. maag.
2 sutHeaeers needed May Aug Free Arc.
gas.water. and sewage, In house laundry facility. Fum. $257/mo Own room Dishwasher.
Call 353-0379
2 4 subleaaers needed May Aug. 2 bdrm. apt.
AC/Balcony/on sight laundry/only eiectrkvirjns ol storage HOQrmo Call 354-6357
3BEDROOMDUPLEX-309N CHURCH ST.
SUMMER SESSION ONLY
2CAR PORTS « OFF STREET PARKING
$S40 . UTILITIES/CALL 353-6907
Apartment for rent summer
Furnished efficiency w/full kitchen
Ojiet. close to campus, laundry across
parking lot Available May 9th 354 4255

PURE
AND

Thursday, April 30, 1998

Avail. 8/1/98-2 Bedrm Townhouee at 134
University Lane, $65000 . gaa 8 electric: 1
Bedrm Aptal 128 University Lane. $425 00 includes all util. Efficiency Apt. at 1 1/2 Unrver
sity Lane. $295 00 . electric: 2 Bedrm Houae
at 829 Fifth St., $650 00 • ubl. On* year leas**
only. Call 382-9371 for more information.
Available Aug. 1 1998. 3 bdrm. houae. Cloae to
BGSU SSOOrmo. Call 686-4651.
Female roomale for 98-99. Own room, own
bathroom Call 372-3040.
Female subleaser needed for summer
352 9061 ask lor Natalie

Call

Georgetown Manor. 800 3rd St. under new
management. ArC. laundry rm, 1 bedrm turn
$360 t elec. 2 bedrm. turn $480 6 elec
354-9740 or 352 2214
Houses for rentThe following houses are for
rent tor 98-99 school year. All 12 mo. leases,
tenants pay all util. sac dap., parental guarantee req . no pels.
1.730 Elm? BR avail. 5/15,-98 Rent
$510 mo
collected quarterly. Phone
354-6595 ask tenants to view.
2.217 S. College 3 BR house avail 8/23/96
Rent $57S/mo. collected quarterly Phone
354-3271 ask tenant* to view.
1.316 RldgeLarge 2 BR house avail
5/20/96 Rent $600/mo collected qua/tatty.
Phone 353-5032 ask tenants to view
For more Information or to sign a lease,
contact Arbor Enterprises at 184-2854.
Locally owned end managed.

Low summer rates
on 2 bedrooms
Call 352 9378
Male roomate needed May Aug $500 > gas 6
elec. Own room, furnished. Call Mike
©352 1316.
One rrtale subleaser needed for summer Nice
apt. Close to campus Must be cool. Call Denck
at 352 1476 cheap 6 negotiable.

Room A board-House lor rent
Contemporary 4 bdrm. home. 2 1/2 baths, av
cuzzl, heated in-ground pool, storage, tree relocation in 6 out. $375rmo. 9 mi. from campus.
419-878-3777.

(or 352-1673)

234 South College 2 bdrm 7SO/mo Walking
distance to campus. Parking.

Rooms for rent in BG home.
G rad males pr el Please call 352-1631
or 354-6701 leave message.

V. nice 2 BR lownhousa wrharowood floors.
carpet, w.i. closet, v. cloae to campus. For sublet w/opt. to renew. Avail, now $5S0/mo
Andy © 352-4056

Southside Self Storage 993 S. Main
5X10.10X10.10X15 avail 10% discount
when you prepay thru Aug. 30 353-6208.
SuWeasers needed for May 17tvAug 19th
800 3rd St. 2 bdrm Free AC Price negotiable
353-1462

$2000 Tuition
Reimbursement!!

Management Inc.

1 bdrm.-830 Fourth SI. (Willow
House) Close to campus. Rent
starts 9 340/mo. -t-elec./gas.
Call 353-5600

Management Inc.

1 Bdrm. 215 E. Poe Rd.
(Evergreen Apt.) very spacious.
laundry on site Rent starts 9
340/mo.-felec/gas Call 353-5800

PREMIUM
BOTTLED WATER

Management Inc.
Studio Apt. 215 E. PoeRd.
(Evergreen Apts) Laundry on site
uiils included. Rent Starts
9230/Mo. Call 353-5800

WASH FOR 750

Store it right here in
Bowling Green.
FOX Storage

To rent 80S 1/2 East Wooaler 2 bdrm Directly
across from campus. eSOrmo parking

Other units avail. Phone 352-6236

SIMPLE

OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY

I
f
j

354-2260.
Summer sublet, big room In 2 bdrm apt. Female only Fuly turn. May 9 - Aug 20 $400
lotal Call Preston 354 4325.

Room tor rant- Fal and/or summer t/2 block
from campus $260/mo indud uU 353-5277.
after 2:30.

Laundromat
250 N. Main

Why Haul it
[" Home?

SUMMER RENTALS
Avail. 5/17/98 to 8/8/98.
Rates $230io $565 for
the whole summer.
Rooms. EtfioenoM. One Bedrooms
JOHN NEWIOVE REAL ESTATE
319E WoosterSt

Sodium Fro* • Chemical Free

• Natural Hy*atlon
• Serviced and Sanlflied Dally
• NAMA Approved
• Open 24 Houra
• Sell Serve B.Y.O.B.
• Ovar 300 Lecallona

Come join the team at United Parcel Service on
our midnight Shift!! Work 10:30 pm to 3:00 am
Monday-Friday. Average 17.5 to 23 hours a week.
Earn $8.50/59.50 an hour with health benefits and
$$$ to help you through school. Tuition reimbursement applies to the midnight shift only. Call
419-891-6820 for more information.
EOE

Management Inc.
1 bdrm 1082 FairviewAve.
(Hillsdale Apt.) unique floors
design, vaulted ceilings, walk-in
closets. Rent starts O
350/mo.+utils. Call 353-5800

Management Inc.

1998/99 listing stop by
1045 N. Main St.
or call 353-5800.
Check out our web page
yvww.wcnet.org/-MECCAy

Wdiermill
Express
Look for the litlle WaHnrin all ovsr town.
CAli ' *C0II'«liF0flTW( LOCATION NEARES'YOU'

SINCE YOU WON'T BE NEEDING
ALL THOSE BOOKS...
SPRING BOOK BUY BACK IS HERE!
•We pay top prices for used texts.
►We also pay top wholesale prices for editions no longer
used on campus.
iWe have Bowling Green's largest selection of
BGSU imprinted sportswear!
• Personalized Graduation Announcements
available in 24 hours (15 minimum).
• Class of *98 Mugs and T-shirts available.
• Large selection of Alumni Apparel
and Alumni gifts.

Hours:
M-F 9am-5:30pm
Sat. 9am-5:00pm
MasterCard
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